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FOREWORD

f

It has always seemed to me ironic that the first. words .of a
volume to be read are in fact the last to be written; further-
mire, they haVe iome from the pen of somegne other than the
author. Irony n6Ewthstanding, I appreciate the opportunity to
prepare the reader for a rewarding.experience.---1This- book is a
unique attempt to capture the thoughts, ideas, and impressions of
a group of scholars and `leaders in, the fields of early education -
andchild development. These contributors, ,'in the informal tit:
mate of an interview, were provided the-opportunity- to reflect
upon the state of the art ,and'science in their, fields of exper
tisb, as well as 'to consider sociopolitical f4,ctors influencing
-research and practiCe in the fields.of early childhood care and
education.

' The people'whose interviews are the raw material,of this _book
were guest faculty ,of the InterdjsciplinarY Professional Growth, .

Institutes in Early Childhood Education (PGI). These institutes
were- spensoredjby the Center for Early Education and pevelopment
(CEED) at the -University of Mtnhesote and funded by the Thish
Fouhdation.

-
,

.

The Center, established-in .1973, is an interdepartmental unit
of our College of Educatiod, drawing its faculty and student mem-

.bers from -a variety of ,academic units ,.within the University,
including the Institute pf .Child Development; the Psychology in

the Schools Program and Special Education. Program of the DeOart-
.

ment of Psychoeducational Studies; and the Departments of Cur,
riculum and Instruction; Home Economics Education; Physical
Education; and Family Social Sciences. In addition to faculty
and students, participants in CEED'activities are affiliated with
public and private child care and preschool facilities,,community
and government agenciesp and other -interested groups.
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CEED's programs and projects are de ed in keeping with its

diverse mission:' One purpose of the Center is to prepare and

disseminate research and child development information tql. prac-

titioners and others interested- in young children. The three-

year PGI series offered professional growth - opportunities for

people with minimal academic' preparation ,in child development

and/or, early education who have become increasingly involved in

serving Young children and'their families. Trainees, recruited

nationally.as well as from
Minnesota,-were selvted on the basis

of their strong credentials within their disciplines and their

positions'ot leadership .in delivery of services or in training

service providers. Professions reprpsented by the trainees

included business, elementary
education, health education, law,

nursing, pediatrics, clinical and school psychology, school

administlation,social work, sociology, special education, speech

pathology, .and urban planning. Participants. held positions in

State and federal agencies,' universities and colleges, public .

schools, hospitals, and private service agencies. Each year's

guest- faculty addressed. the .participants through a.. variety of

instructional-formats, ranging.from
twodday, intensive workshops

to a five-week summer-course.

In total, the PGI program directly affected over 175 traing's

as well as many university faculty,
students, and members of the

Twin Cities professional
cdmmunity who attended special guest

faculty colloqUia planned-in conjunction with the program. The

potential impact of the 'PM program on,the work of these indivi-

duals can only he guessed. Furthermore, guest faculty were

challenged and influenced by exchanges with trainees who filtered

the proceedings through" the lenses of their own disciplinary

, penspectives.

This book. is another product of the PGI program. Bill

Stixrud, a graduate stgdent4in our Psychology in the Schools

Program, has dope an outstanding job' of culling., refining, and

organizing literally
hundreds of pages et 'audio -tape transcipts.

In addition, he has maiptained communicatton with'the PGI faculty

who are quoted,
enabling them to put their best words fofrward.

Going beyond these
herculean tasks, Stixrud has written a-highly

readable,
jargon-free:contemporary book that accurately portrays

the major concerns of early,childhOod
researchers, providers, and

,policy makers. Because the author has been able to'step into the

7 ii



shoes`of his, readers, he has highlighted certain issues that will
be of particular interest to spkial constitpencies within the
early childhood community. '

I strongly recommend the .pages that, follow 'to anyone who
wishes to be more knowledgeable about the way things are and the
way they_ Might 'be for young children and their families in

America todaj4 And they al-e written in PLAIN TALK!

i

.

Richard A. Weinberg-
Professor and Co-Director

tenter,f01.Early-Eduqatforr--
and Development
Univefsity of Minnesota

r
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Introduction 4

This book is based on interviews with experts in the fields
of early education and development who came to MinneapoliS 60-
tween April *and August, 1979 as faculty of CEED's.Professional .

Growth Institutg5 (PGIs). Each of these experts agreed to par-
ticipate in an houf-long interyiew, the content of which forms
the basis of thig book.

.

In keeping with one of CEED's goals -- to make available to a
general audience the latest andoost accurate knowledge about
early education and development-- my intention is to-present
current thinking'about theory, practice, policy, and research in

. a relevant and interesting manner. The conversational forTat of
the- interviews allows readers accesS to current information
"straight from the expert's mouth," in the form of "plain talk"
largely- devoAd of technical jargon or excessiikedetail about
research methodology and design. While the final product is not
in the question and answer style of, let's say,a,People magazine
interview,the expert opinions are expressed in conversational
language, and the research evidence and scholarly speculation are
punctuated with anecdotes) and personal examples that make for,
interesting reading. Also, _etpecially in chapters Where much)
difference of opinion is expressed, there is a debate-like
quality that conveys the spectrum and at times the intensity of
strongly held views.

The interviews w ere conducted using a standard format of four
broad questions that were, formulated by a CEED committee. We
hoped by asking each of the PGI faculty the same set of questions
,to get a sample of the issues, questions, problems, and solutions
we face as we enter the 1980s. The faculty were asked to keep a
general audience in mind when addressing these questions: ,

1)._What are the most iphilant questions ol 4Ssues in
your area that woin be-of interest'to a general .

audience?

'3



2 In your vtew,.what is the impact that recent public
policy decisions, laws, movements, etc., have had on
programs for young child'en ant.their families?' How
about the impact on, your -own work?

3) In what ways do you see research in your field having
implications for'direct applitation?

4) What do you see as future directions in your field?
' How do they relate to early child development and/or

education?

In some cases the respondenti fluently and fascinatingly "held

forth" on each of these questions for 15 minutes as the inter-
viewers (fellow graduate students and.myself) simply nodded and
approved. In other cases-we probed, questioned, asked that gaps:
be filled in and that interesting points be elaborated, much in
the manner of Barbara Walters, if not of Edward R. Murrow. The

result is that` points of view are expressed here which have not

been expressed .elsewhere in print. The faculty often felt

inclined to venture opinions and to offer insights that they had
not yet tested in the more treacherous waters of the professional

literature. ,

The, overlap of topics across the four questions was

extensive; for example, educational mainstreaming of handica*ed
preschoolers was seen as a major, issue in discussions of public

policy, research, and future directions. Topics such. as

screening, mainstreaming, teacher education, and parenting

generated so much discussion that they seemed to merit ..rapters!-

of their own. For these reasons, the present topical organize-.

tion was selected. Each chapter integrates the discussions of
Several PGI faCOty around a common theme or themes.

The first two chapters of this book'deal with issues pei=

taming to serving young children with special needs. In Chapter

1, technical and ethical problems in early identification of
actually and potentially handicapping conditions and discussed.
Mass developmental screening, at present the principal means of
early identification, is examined 'critically, and alternatives to

screening are suggested. The controversial topic of Mainstream-

ing handicapped young children is the focus of Chapter 2, where

-

a
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the meaning of mainstreaming and its current and potential impact
are vigorously debated.

The next two chapters focus on the educati n and evelopment
of Important adults in the ,lives of children. - parents and
teachers.' In Chapter 3 interesting questions are raised about
how people are "socialized" into parenthood, and the appropriate
content and structure of , parent education programs are.
considered. Chapter 4 'deals with,major ,issues in teacher educa-
tiOn and certification, including ;identification of the requisite
skills for effective teachjnv..tertification of child care
workers, and the.problemof delivering in- service training. A
central theme in both chapters is* the challenge, given this -
cquntry's immense cbltural diversity:of educating parents and
teachers in valuei laden areas such as child - rearing and facili-
tating emotional 4ievelopment.

The last three .chapters are based largely on the PGI

faculty's responses to,questions pertaining to the application of
research and to policy issues. The various' contexts and ways in
which research affects the lives of young children Are considered'
in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 haS.two foci: the perils of misin-
terpreting, or overinterpreiing empirical findings, and the
challenges inherent in accumulating knowledge about children as
they develop within the interacting contexts of home, school,
neighborhood, etc.. Finally, in Chapter 7,the discussion centers
on these important issues of public policy: public vs. private
delivery of preschook education, federal support of day care, and
the justification of continued federal support for early.'
childhood education.

This book is going to press almost two years after the
interviews were conducted, and'the'reader may wonder how current
the ideas and opinions expreSsed in these pages are. To insure
that we- were not publishing Hold stories," copies of the

manuscript were recently sent to the PGI faculty, and they were
asked to edit and update theic.,material. Their updated
manuscripts lent assurance that.this publication is timely. In

'fact, their comments suggested that the issues discussed in this
volume may be timely for several years to come.

However, as this book goes to press; changes in socio-
economic 'conditions and the political climate could dramatically

- 3 -
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alter the face of education and the social. services. While

several of the,faculty discussed financial problems and pressures

affecting early care and education and the implications of

increasingly tight economic ti , it is fair to say that no one

foresaw the enormous budge, ry cuts in services for young

children included in_the "Reag n Budget." Nor did anyone suspect

that the repeal of P.L. 94 42 for economic reasons would be
discusspd as eArly,as sprin , 1981. How dramatic cuts in funding

or repeal of legislative m ndates will alter-screening practices,

mainstreaming, or parent involvement is impOssible to predict.

Equally difficult to )predict are the effects of increasingly

limited funding for "basic" as well as "applied" research and, for

the training of personnel in the early 'cbildhood-related

professions. As we carry on, though, in our uncertain efforts to

provide high quality services for young children, conversatiort.
with highly knowledgeable colleagues can be an enormous help. I

think this book will provide a bit of such conversation for you.

William R. Stixrud
Minneapolis, 1981.

4
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Chapter One

SCREENING AND EARLY IDENTIFICATION

The topic of the first Professional Growth Institute was
mainstreaming in early education. The faculty (Reynolds, Rubin,
Stedman, Meisels) a4drOsed issues, ranging from the ethical

I rationale for jnainstteOming to the funding sys,tems.related to
services for handicapped children. ' Although T much of the
discussion in our interviews fbcbsed on educating handicapped
children in the mainstream, the problems of locating and iden-
tifying young children with spetial needs were also seen as
crucial. Donald Stednian stated the central question, which was
discussed in depth by Rosalyn Rubin and Maynard"Reynolds:

Rronta sevviceiprogram point of view, I think one of the
fundamental questions is how best to locate children who
need educational services and to bring them into a 4

systeiiatic educational prograni with the least amount of

disruption to the families and the Most amount of bege-
fit to the kids

,

SCREENING UNDER FIRE

Many states have iTplemented Ass devPlopmental screening
programs for children of preschool age in their .efforts to iden-
tify children in need' of special' services. The screening
approach appears to be grounded in common sense logic: if- early
intervention can ameliorate current, problems and prevent (or

lessen the severity of) later onds, then children should be iden-
tified and served as early, as possible. Furthermore, it is

likely that some children with special needs "fall through the,
cracks" between the more informal referral systems (e.g., family,
pediatrician, nursery school or day care teacher) and are not
identified until they reachlschool age.



Critics of mass devdlopmental screening (including Rubin and
Reynolds), however, point to the host of technical, ethical, and

budgetary problems that plague screening programs. In our

conversations, Rubin'-and Reynolds challenged various aspects of

the logic of .preschool screening and discussed alternative

approaches to identifying children with special needs. We will

consider first their Critiques of early screening and then the
alternatives.

, -

Reynolds outlined ethical_ concerns about labeling young

children s well as the technical problems that make it difficult

ito identify individual,childreninneed of/special Services":

One way of thinking about identifying children with spe-

1

cial needs is to imagine that we have to identify speci-

fic .children and that we have to classify them as

mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, learning

disabled, partially sighted and so on. It's not easy to

do that, especially with very young children, 'except in
the case of the severely handicapped. We have doubts

about the reliability of assessment and prediction with

young children, and We're not quite sure that the

'classification and labeling is appropriate. We're fear-

ful that labeling Children might do them a disse'rvice by
creating an indelible stamp of "handicapped" which may
lead to negative or limited expectations on the part of
parents, teachers, and others. .

40

Rulp4 i. also expressed this ethical concern and further elab-

orate* on the technical problems of assessment and prediction

mentioned by Reynolds. The problem of predicting later school
difficulties -from early behavior or characteristics has. been the

topic of the research, of Rubin and her colleagues over the past

decade. As she emphasized,' our ability (or inability) to iden-
tify immediate and potential problems is a very serious matter
because the current thrust is towards the earliest possible iden-

tification of children who have or,who are going to have vario s

kinds of developmental problems. This matter is especial

serious because, as Stedman pointed out, misidentification

young children can be so disruptive to families.

Results from Rubin's research have led her to hold strong
reservations about our ability to idefitify young children with

special needs accurately. She identified several questionable

- 6-
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assumptions that underiie mass screening efforts and need to be
carefully examined. Let'us eWlore these assumptions and their
Implications for screening.

Assumption- Number 1:

We are able to 'identify at an early age problems that will
be7me more severe at a -later age if we do not intervene.

At the heart of this assumption s faith in the constancy of
behavior of young children, a faith which Rubin suggests may be
ill-TonOed:.

We'Ve tended to assume that if a child displays some
kind of behavior 'problem (perhaps hyperactivity at age
three or four) that this is going to be a continuing
problem for this child unless some kind of intervention
is brought into play that will remedy it or change the
course of the child's development. In othtr words, in
the absence of some sort of external intervention the
,behavior that you see in the young child is.just going
to ,continue on in'its path. This is similar to the long
held belief in thelotal constancy of the IQ. We've
learned that very early measures of infant intellectual
development bear little relationship to adult or even
later childhood IQ. So, there is not constancy in a

simple minded way between the measure taken early on tnd
what you see in the same individual atta later date!,
There may be a relationship, but it's not as obvious as
we once thought.

Evidence from Rubin's research, supports her contention that
later problems are often not easily predicted from early behavior
or characteristics. In her study, researchers were unable to
accurately. predict school achievement.problemstat age eight for
children who scored in the lowest 25% on schoql readiness tests
at'ages four and five. The accuracy of prediction was no better
than chance (or similar to that which Would'occur by flipping a
coin, the two sides of which were "later problems" and "no later
problems"). Prediction was more accurate for children who scored,
high on school readiness tests (they rarely had later school
.problems). But, in Rubin's words, "If they are having some
problems, it's a 50/50 proposition as to whether or not they're
'going to have them later on." She went on to add:

£00 .



I'm talking now about children ageS four and'five and
predicting to age eight. When you move to an earlier
age and try to pick up children with potential problems

at agWoria, two and three years, I think' the error rate

in prediction for individual' cases4 will dramatically

increase.

In other words, the longer the time between the screening
measure and a later "outcome" measure (e.g., school achievement)

ti less accurate are the predictions one is able to makvabout a

child's future behavior.

What further complicates the prediction 'of behOioral
constancy, according to Rubin, is that sometimes we are not even

attempting to predict that the same behavior (or behavioral

problem) will continue. Rather, an the basis of one behavior

(e.g., a. small motor problem in a three-year-old), we predict

that the child will have another kind of problem (e.g., 'in

reading) when s/he goes to school: This aspect of prediction is

also fraulit"with prob.lemS.

If the assumption of behavioral constancy does not hold as
generally as we once supposed, what are the implioations for

screening programs? , If early, problems care not necessarily-pre-

dictive of later ones, can we justify identifying, labeling, and

placing a child in special education on the basis of our, less-

than-accurate, Oedictions? In answer to this question lhibin

suggested that a basic differentiation must be made in the

screening of preschool age children, for various handicaps or

problems:

The diitinction is between the. identification of
problems that children already have -- the real problems

that need' to be addressed in their- lives at this

'moment -- and predicting, on the basis of current

beifavior, future problems which they ma. have., For

eximiple; a child, ,may have a severe sensory impairment,
,

e.g., a vision or hearing problem.which.is--going to

impede his/her development; obviously with a severe

hearing problem, the child's language development is-

going to fall behind and s/he will ,need some kind of
intervention as soon as the probleni is identified. This

i
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*problem exists, and the evidence shows that thgrre "-
can do for the child at an ealOy age the bett ..t.;. -
language development will be, -later on. They' al
difference between this and identifying certainvkinds, .k.1
deviant behavior .(deviant in terms of not follo tg.the
age, norms for certain kinds of development) an
fore predicting that later on the °child going-to
a problem. Let's. go back to motor coordination,
example. -Children at age three and four may 4lot be well -s
coordinated in _plarng game..with their peeps, but it' .0.-77.3,
not a real problem in their lives. What we tend to see
as the real problem is the implication that the poor
coordination might .ireatp. problems in learbing later on. 44

Again, there's a realdifference between identifying an ;7

existing problem and ifkkysing to remediate it as best we# 77
can, and identifying some kind of sign which may indi-
cate that ;later on there's going to be a problem and T.

therefore deciding we'd better move in quickly before .

the problem has a chance to develop.

41,`,&-
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a
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Assumption Number 2:- i )1
oy

Everyoneagrees about what constitutes a problem.
't .. . .. . o

- As Rubin's work has very dramatically shdwn, this is not
necessarily so. What appears to be a problem to one parent or,..
teacher, (or 0,screener) may not be perceived as a problem by
someone else. Rubin has reported the astonishing results df her:.
research which document 'that children need not be terribly,
deviant from the norm to be seen by teachers as "problem"
children? . - , o

. . .

We have found, for example, that as children go through,
, the elementary grades, teachers vary widely in what they

identify as behavior problems in the classroom. They
vary to such an extent that the odds are slightly better
than 50-50 that any child going through elementary
school from kindergarten through sixth grade will have
at least one teacher who will say that that child is-
showing a behavior problem in the classroom. And if
they're boys the odds become tvio to one: f6r. about 66-%

. of the boys at least one teacher will say that the child,
is showing a behavior problem.

f<
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Rubin then traced the (logically absurd) implications of this

finding:

Obviously, it you want to predict At the preschool level
which children are going to be behavior problems in

school and then institute some kind of preventive

program, you'd ,better put all the boys in the program
. right away. If you accept that- a problem is what any

one teacher out of seven is willing to call a problem,

then perhaps you'd also better put all thegirls in the
program too. Now, problem behavior presumably is beha-
vior which is deviant; dbut if the majority.of children
are shoWing problem behavior then obviously this is not
deviant behavior. This is normative behavior. So then .

how are we defining a problem? And if there's this much

disparity amongst- observers when the children are

actually in the classroom, how accurate do we think we
can be at predicting what they're going 'to be like

before they ever ggt there? .

Assumption Number 3:
Whatever 'problems children show when they reach school years

are problemsinherent in the child. '

- In taking exception to this assumption, Rubin emphasized the
crucial' role of environmental factors in determining whether a
child wilrhave prdblems in school:

?

. , 4,

No matter how closely we observe a child and how.accu-
rately we can ,aSsess his strengths and weaknesses, we
cannot be ,sure that the characteristics of, the child

will be regarded ,as......a probleM until we see hdw that

child i.ntetacts with,a given environment. 'For example,

given a child with 'poor auditory learning skill, you
cannot tell whether or not he or she will be able to
learn to read satisfactorily in the first grade unless
you know what=the readi d, program is going to be like in
that first grade class oom. It depends on whether or 3,
not the system for r ding, instruction in that par-
ticular classroom is.goIng to hit the. child's strengths ,
or weaknesses, and only When You know that willyou know

\ .
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whether or not the child have a "problem" in
learning to read. -

Assumption Number 4:

Once we've identified a problem we know how to intervene.

Rubin suggested that our ability to intervene successfully
wag greater for children with some problems (e.g., vision or
hearing impairment) than with 'others:

We are far more advanced in knowing what to do with
children who have serious problems here and now than we
are at knowing what to do with the soft r signs of later
problems. We ought to learn from the eld of speech
therapy thatsome problems of young children eventually
go away on their own and admit that we don't know enough
about development to be absolutely certain which
children are going to'have continuing problems and which
are not.

For years, speech therapists in the elementary
schools throughout the country screened incoming kin-
dergartners for articulation problems and then insti-
tuted programs in the school for so many minutes on
hours per day or per week (over the course of the early
primary years), to help the children overcome their arti-
culation problems. The therapists then pointed with
pride to the fact tat by the time the children reached
the third grade.theylhad cuted 9'5% of these articulation
problems. However, someone eventually did a controlled
study and found out that for children who had not had
any kind of intervention program, maturation took-care
of 95% of the artliculation problems by the time they
reached third grade.

I would hate to see us have all kinds of preschool
programs instituted to cure children of developmental
problems that would disappear on their own. If children v:

enter a program at age four with certain kinds of coor-
dination problems and by age five they're cured of those

coordination problems, and we discover that 90% of those
problems go away at the end of one year anyway, it wAld_
be.a terrible waste. I'm concerned not only about

1") A
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wasted resources, but also about what happens when we

identify children as having problems and label them as.

such. What does it do to parents and- to the children
themselves when it is suggested that they need a special

program?

ALTERNATIVES TO SCREENING

The "At Risie Approach

Given our limited ability to identify acUrately individual
children who have problems. that require intervention; it is not

surprit'ing that approaches have been suggested which do not

involve screening individual children and then serving those who

fail the screening (and a later, more in-depth individual

assessment). Maynard Reynolds, alongwith many others, has pro-

posed a "children at risk" approach to early identification and

intervention. Rather than attempting to identify specific

children, the "at risk" approach aims at identifying populations

(or sub-populations) of children who-have a high likelihood of

developing learning and/or behavior problems without

intervention. Under this system, health and educational services...----

would.be offered to these children as early as possible, without

bothering to classify each, child as mentally retarded, emo-

tionally disturbed, etc. Justification of this approach would be

liased on a- statistical 'demonstration that the incidence bf

learning and TIFIT757-Troblems in a group that has.been 'given

services is less than it probably would have been without early

intervention. Reynolds summarized this approach:

What I'm suggesting is that. instead .of labeling the

children as falling into some category, we could just
identiy a set of children about whom one could say

there'.s high risk or a pretty high probability that

there will be difficulties in the future, and then plan

;interventions on that basis. Initial observation 'of

these children by psychologists 'end teachers would focus

on their responses- to the beginning phases of an

instructional program. The instructional situation

itself Would then be used to help construct the program
that might be helpful to theA e children.

- 12- es.
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These interventions would be justified on a ki-nd-qf =-.

statistical base which indicates that once you've
intervened, the incidence of learning disabilities,
defined in a particular way, tends to go down, and that
a higher proportion of the children than might otherwise
have been the case seem to progress iqell,or 'normally.

,
-

,.

.1t shoffld be mentioned at this point that thjs "high risk" alter-
native does not imply that young children with special 4eas who
are not part o a high risk population 'would not receive

services. However, because in this approach the emphasis is not
on screening. every child in the community reliance would' be
greater on the operation of the informal refertal systems men-
tioned atthe beginning of this cha er. This reliance would
Iseem to he, well-founded,' as re evYdence suggests..that the
more, 'seriousIty disabled infants and. young children are indeed
Identified though these informal channels. At the same7Ii e, the

'less seriously involved children are those for whom urate
assessmentand prediction are most difficult% thus dering,

attempt's to screen for these chilf.eri-less justifiable. .

Funditg Alternatives

Reynolds cautioned, however', that adopting this alternative
approach will be clificult:

;
S o many' of our Public, policy and ,funding mechanisms are ,,
tied in with labeling and classification systems 'whieh--
are' of questionable usefulness'arttle,presohooT leyel.
Labeling currently p'ay's off.'in,serv4c0^tqcause,local,
agencies often provide services' UnTy when Children have
been assigried to one of these cakplpri4, . t

cReynolds explained that'this cttegOr gone because
the stat4Pand federal, special education p grams ma e payments to
the local school system forienty child who bas.b en classified

.mentaTly retarded, 40ating.'impaired; yofirfor.-,the

schoOl_ districts quite clearly comes fron ojentifying and'

labeljng,individual children: the more youngstdts tOey label,
the moreigionpy they get. -

Reyno14, suggested three funding, systems as alternatives.4
these systems differ from the child -by -child approach' in that

ri0



they provjde money to schools to support special services based
on, some other unit than the individual child in a .disability

icategory Because alternative approaches to identifying handi-
capped children are very much linked to alternative funding, cony
sideration of these systems is worthwhile.

In the first system, the unit of payment to schools would be
shifted from the individual child to a "programmatic unit'," such
as a special resource unit. For example, in California, a school

distri1ct receives $22,000 per resource unit; which includes' a

specially trained teacher and a school room stocked with

,supplies. The school justifies this unfit by demonstrating a high
incidence of learning problems, which it wishes to lower. JIn

this way money is not being tied directly to a specific number'of
children who have, been labeled.

I '

A second approach is to make payments for a "smaller" level
of Service, that isf so much per hour'of psychological diagnosis
or individual tutoring: Although, a$ Reynolds suggested, this
complex. System may require computerized operation; 4t is still
workable and preferable-to chill-by-child funding.

The ,third alterhative, which is Reynolds' favorite -- paying

off on a personnel unit (e.g., so_ much per professional,

paraprofessional, or secretary) -- has -worked in Minnesota !for

several. years.. Personnel units are justified by local agencies
on'the basis of needs assessment and broad plans.for services:

In my view, the major and the most stable cost element no
matter what you do is personnel. It's quite simple and
it draws attention tg the element that is alsq most
essential for quality improvement. I really worry these

',days about administrators who so often get drawn to,
keeping track of all sorts of details and

thingS that don't Oatte?' too much and filing all kindsj

of rewts. If the basic unit that administrators dealt'
with was personnel their attention wopld be drawn to
the real and appropriate focus for Jimprovement of

quality education. Also, payoff on "A Wesonnel unit
provides for programmatic traceability and

accountability. Accountability makes sense only when you
trace,it to, people that you hold, accountable. And i4 is

=



very difficult to trace accountability to people, in any
other system.

. We need to work on these 'funding systems, but
change is not easy to accomplish. The world is full of
people who think that the way to serve handicapped
children is to start by getting them into categories
and'then link the money to them.

In summary, Reynolds advocated .an approach to identifying and
serving children with special needs and a funding system that
would not depend on childred being placed in disability
categories. As long as our funding systems support the labeling
and classiVcation of individual children, he argued, we will
likely continue in the often inaccurate and inefficient, practice
of mass' screening.

1

A Focus On Service

.

Like Reynolds, Rubin argued that our fOcus should not be so
much on screening children as on providing and improving educa-
tional services. She felt that, even if it were possible to
identify children ".at risk" for developmental problems, our
emphasis and our. energies should be devoted to developing school
programs that are sensitive to individual needs. her opinion
our first priOrity,should be to'make a wide range of alternative
experiences available in our schools. I'm talking not about just
a coalple of different ways of teaching reading, but about a

really broad range of classroom environments. Those which are
traditional and which.!require certain- kinds of behavjoi-s are
really appropriate for! sometchildren who need a great deal of
structure in the classroom, whereas for others they're terribly
binding, and lead to what we call -behavior' problems. Some
children need a more open type of school with less structure to
feel Comfortable. You can't theh just decide to have an open
school and think that's going to solve everybody's problem. It
will create problems-for some kids in the same way a traditional
one will. I would argue that schools ought to provide as wide a
range of options as possible and then do their best to try0TO
014tch children who have certain kinds of characteristics with the
optimal environment for. them_.

.300.
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Rubin, then, is warning abuut the difficulty in predicting at

preschool age which children will have problems in school and

suggesting that a, school with several chaices of classroom

environment may be able to prevent many school, learning problems.

. While Reynolds' emphasis in the interview was on providing

services to high ,risk populations as early as possible and

Rubin's was on making the ilater school environments more

flexible, these are clearly not mutually exclusive. Rather, they

reflect common concerns with differences only in focus. Both

views are consistent with the notion that efforts and resources
should be spent in serving young children with special needs in

ways that render costly grass developmental screening unnecessary.

- 16 -
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Chapter TWO

MAINSTREAMING

Every researcher we interviewed cited Puplic Law 94-142; the
"Education for All Handicapped Children Act" Of 1975, as having a

'huge impact on early childhood education. Various aspects of
P.L. 94-142 -- the mandate to educate younger and younger handi-
capped children, the provision, for individualized instruction of
children with special needs, the requirement that parents par-
ticipate in making decisions about their child's educational
placement and 'programs -- profoundly influence the configurations
of children, parents, and school personnel" that make up early
childhood gducation.

Perhaps the best known and potentially most, influential pro:
vision of this law is for the education of handicapped children
in "the least restrictive environment," which is usually

.translated as education in the most normal environment possible.

.For many children, the,most normal environment is thel'egular, or
mainstream, classroom) Mainstreaming, the topic of the first
1980 Professional Growth Institute, was also a major topic of

'discussion in the interviews with faculty from the other

institutes; The PGI faculty addressed such questions as what is
mainstreaming, who should be mainstreamed, and who should not,
when is the best tjme to integrate handicapped and nonhandicapped
children, what, can, be done to facilitate the mainstreaming
process, and how might mainstreaming change-the face of the regu-
lar classroom? Other provisions of P.L. 94-142, mentioned above,
were also.ditCussed and-will be considered here as they relate to
the main thread of our discussion, early education in 'the

mainstream. 1

-
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CONTROVERSY OVER MAINSTREAMING

Although the integration of handicapped and nonhandicapped
children. is publicly supported by P.L. 94-142, mainstreaming has
been (and remains) the object of much controversy. Supporters of

mainstreaming have attempted to justify it on ethical,

judicial-legal, educational, and psychological grounds. In our

conversation Samuel Meisels, an advocate of integrating handif
capped preschool children with nonhandicapped children, referral
to the "moral imperative" explicit in mainstreaming for "reducing

isolation and prejudice." Argument .in support of mainstreaming

often' emphasize the rights of' the handicapped to equal

'opportunity and the benefits to handicapped children that accrue

from interacting with nonhandicapped peers. Mary Lane

went farther and emphasized the potential benefits for all

children and for society as a whole:

I think we always need to keep in mind that it's not
just the special needs children that are benefitting
from thls -- the other children benefit just a much.

If we could rear a generation of people who wotld not
turn their heads when they meet somebody on the street

who looks a little different from themselves or who'

walks in a particular kini of gait, I think it would be

a great humanitarian step ahead. I would like to see

mainstreamin4 really be thought about in terms of

developing an attitude within the teachers and thereby_
within the children.-- ofa general acceptance of people

who have special needs.

Despite, the potential benefit for individual children,

. families, and society, mainstreaming efforts have been frequently

criticized and resented. This criticism and resentment were cap-
tured tn a report given by CBS TV's Sixty Minutes, which explored
the.difficulties encountered by the state of Michigan irisSqle-
menting the least restrictive environment requirement. Meisels,

who discussed at length his reaction to the Sixty Minutes treat-
ment of mainstreaming, argued that the show was biased empha-
sizing the frustration of the, teachers involved, the fear and
anger. of, the parents of both handicapped 'and nonhandicappled

children, and the pressure on the children caught in the middle.

While'he felt the presentation was one-sided; Meisels agreed
that mainstreaming is genuinely of great concern'tparents; he

0.,
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pointed out that by its very nature mainstreaming involves all
children in school and thus the parents of all Children in
school. When handicapped children are edutated in the regular
classroom, they are highly visible, and the considerable cost in
serving special needs children in the mainstream (in the form of
special equipment, aides, specialized professional services, and
transportation) is also highly visible. He pointed out that in,
economically difficult times the cdst of servingPchildren with
special needs becomes a topic of public concern:

I think certainly that people worry about the economic
implications of early intervention as they worry about
the implications of all federal laws. -Programs to
create services to handicapped kids cost-a lot of money,
and the general public wants to knowl why it is

PP'

necessary. Why should we do t for children who are
handicapped-and not for the chi)drenwho are not? What

- implications will it have f Our children who are in
school with these handicapped 'Youngsters?

'"-et w4

Mainstreaming Misunderstood .,/k =

Public concern about mainstreaming is also rooted, according
to Meisels and Rosalyn Rubin, in a general misunderstanding,of
who will be served in the regular classroom and who will not.
Meisels, commenting on the mainstreaming segment of Sixty
Minutes,,,explained this misunderstanding:

i

The show was misleading because it made the mistake that
so many people make of equating the least restrictive
alternative with mainstreaming. They didn't make it
clear that the least restrictive alternative for some

4

children is the most structured, restricted, segregated
classroom you can imagine, and that that might be the
best place you can find for them. They also did not
describe any of the variations of mainstreaming that
exist other than full regular class placement.

The variations of mainstreaming that Meisels referred to may
be thought of as a continuum of service optiOns that constitute
the range of least restrictive environments. These _options
include frill day placement in the regular classroom without sup-,
port help (complete mainstreaming), individual tutoring or

4
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the py provided within the regular classroom, and part-day

placement in a special resource room. Rubin alsb.attemptedjo
clarify this expanded'notion of lmf'restrictive placement:

a

I think that there are a liumber of misconceptions about

P.L. 94-142, which ,provides t!iat children should be

placed in the least restrictive eperonment optimal for
their educational growth and development. People tend

to forget the second half of it nand just say "the least
restrictive alternative," implyrng that everybody comes
out of custodial care into the regular classroom because
the regUlar classroom is the least restrictive

alterhative.' The 1Bast restrictive'alternative for the
optimal development of some children may not be a tradi-

tional classroom setting.

While a portion of our conversations wWaimed at clarifying
what mainstreaming is not, much discussion focused on what it is

and what it should be. Mainstreaming has been variously con-
ceived of as an attitude .(c.f. Mary Lane's statement above), as
social policy (c.f. Meisels above), as an educational philosophy,

and as a legal mandate. Maynard Reynolds, a leader of the
mainstreaming movement, emphasized the "service delivery system"
aspect of mainstreaming in explaining his interpretation of the
least restrictive environment as expressed in public law:

f

One of the thing\ that the policy makers are saying
through this legislation is that the best possibilities
for most children remain within their own families and

their, natural communities. They want to see develop- ,

ments in the "mainstream." They don't use that word,

but they say that the specialists should offer their
services' to families and to teachers in a way which
least interferes, with the lives of the children; in

effect they say to.specialists, "don't hastily takethe
Kids off to institutions or special schools." Rather,

deliver your support services to the families and to

regular teachers in regular schools. And I think the

policies envision a highly decentralized system in which
children are left where they are, not collected by

simple, category (e.g., mentally .retarded, emotionally

disturbed, and ,so on). There's a basic and important

kind of message here for families and for children,

- 20-
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which ;can.be di
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specialist ttt-
just to run a-.SpeCial -pi_ac farms
with the Mother-0 the-
regular teacher of -that. -ZhIld,::.=iti-d=::Co446-.'itt.b....thet
communication is more ef fect 1116.--Witt

When Should Mainstreaming Begin?
_ .

Reynolds' statement also reminds ,44::-Oar, *.af
infants and young children,,thk least restrictive enviroinisnt can
oft'n be the home; When ti44.-ti`,trte.,gase -
be ,delivered there to infants- iiicl--_--Y644,chi)dr-902 ekh:eLilirectty--
or through the parentS. _ . - . .

While the law may support the positiOK.:tbat tFie st ici sjbi=
lities for children with special heels lie

_

in many states (if not most), pr:es-C116.61;:-.-age receive
these speEialized services in self-Contatbt spe.c-ial education -
classrooms: Children in these preschbals,afe-, in fact, often
grouped by their disability catego y This :system of service
delivery run% counter not only to the "Yeast- _restrictive
environment"-mandate of PL 94-142- ut to the belief field by many
early childhood educators that preschool age is the optimal time
for integrating handicapped children into regular educational
programs. This belief is based in part on the supposition that
young children -may be less prejudiced towards And more accepting
of others who are in some way(s) ,different than, are -older
children. Reynolds spoke to the issue of howAiest to proKde
specialized serviceseo ctfilidren who need them and yet still reap

.the benefits of early social integration:

There's e lotvof disagreement. Some people feel that we
should take handicapped children in the very early years
and give them very intensive and extensive specialized
training and then later on:integrate them. I think a
good many people involved in the eddcation -of the deaf
have, felt this way -- that As, give them saturation
programs and special methods that might be helpful to
them in language development and then gradually prepare
them.to enter a more integrated community.

= 21 -
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Die other side= of 'the i§ue is that social integra-

ion may be7.6est if begun-early. I think we-need to be
en:and-torstudy that matter-and to use our heads all

e way: "Siote children do need very intensive spet
ialized_ help. and,it may be quite important early on in

life) itit's _ars-o truethat-me can give an awful lot
of that by working.in the mainstream, by working in- the
child's- own family-iiith the: parents, and by working in 1

the cOMM'unity sthoo4S- as well. I tend. to believe that

we. should start by integrating children as fully as
possible as-early as pos,sible and sticking with that.
At the same time, in the case of blind children, you'd
want to peke sure that there's early, specific training
in the beginning phases of mobility and orientation.
Likewise, you'd want to make sure that the parents and -

others who work with the deaf child have assets that
would help them in facilitating the child's language
development. I think that this is possible,' and I-

really believe that when you get to the parents and.some
of the generic caregiversr in the community, you've got-

ten to the people who will take the long hours to

interact with the children. We're not going to hAve
enough specialists to do that total job over the many

.hours of the child's day. So I'm in fay* of

integrating the children as early 'as possible and trying'
to deliver the intensive services they need within that:

contegt.

Reynolds' pointof view may be summarized as: "Serve as many

children as _possible as early as possible in the mainstrd'am."

This view implies that the regular classroom is the optimal

placement for all children who can be educated there.

Alternatives _To The Mainstream

Rubin expressed the strongest objection to Reynolds' empitaOs

on the "complete as possible" decentralizationof service. She

}tent beyond suggesting that the regular classroom may not be the

least restrictive alternative for the most severely harldicapped

children; she argued that, ,given- the limited ability of most

regular classroom environments to respond to individual needs,

the regular classroom should %not necessarily be considered: the
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most desirable environment even for those studen %s capitioie of
being maintained there:

The assumption that people make, which ireally lies
behind this legislation, is that the regular classroom
is the most marve)ous place to be. But I look at all of'
the concern that is expretted by the public and by many
Professionals over problems that exist in our regular
education pr'ograms for children who are not handicapped

On' any sense of the word., There are concerns about oUr,
regular education programs,at every level -- eleMentary,'
secondary, and higher educatidn as well. So why, in th4
face of all this, the regular classroom is assumedto b4
the best, place for children who have various kinds of
handicapsY or disabilities is something -I don't quite
understand. I understand the concern about socializa
Lion and of not being different. On the other hand;
there's nothing magical about being placed in the regui-
lar classroom; if one's needs are not being met in that
classroom it could be highly detrimental.

Rubin indicated that her remarks were directed toward regular
kindergarten and primary grade classrooms, and she agreed:that
the "regular" preschool or day care classroom, with its lower
teacher/child ratio, may be more able to accommodate indivslual
differences than the primary classroom with 30 children anchone
teacher. At the same time, it is likely that children in spedial
education preschools' feel less social stigma or -ostracism tflan
might older children in segregated classes (all handicapped
children), partly because of the more limited range of th'e'

preschooler's social comparisons. For Rubin, then, the question\
applies even to preschoolers: "In which environment will a spe-
cific child function best?" Rubin underscored the wide range of
individual differences even among children with the same handi-
capped condition And affirmed that what may be the optimal'
environment for one mildly mentally retarded child, for example,
may not be optimal for another:

I think that we get too simplistic and believe that
jUdgments can be made about the total needs of a child,
on the basis of their very specific, limited, educa-
tional needs. We tend to say that if a glikid.

learning
has-'s0e-

cfal learg needs, therefore, the wholesnlid will be
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better, off placed in the regular classroom or in the
segregated classroom. We forget the vast range of indi-
vidual differences and personalities and general needs
of children who may have exactly the same kind of cogni-

tive deficit or exactly the same kind of learning

disability. Some people, with or without problems, are
more comfortable and are happier being a large fish in a

small pond: being at the top of a special class for
kids with problems may be far more rewarding for, a spe-

cific kid than being at the bottom of a regular

classroom. And yet somebody else, being thelop in a

special classroom may still feel different, and he'd

rattier be a part of the regular classroom even if he has

to be at the bottom, There's no way to make these
judgments on the basis of IQ and achievement test scores
and to assume that one's going toqle more comfortable in

one place than another.

Perhaps, Rubin's.strongest challbnge to the wisdom of the widest

possible mainstreaming of handicapped children was her argument
that residential institutions (where handicapped people live full

time) and special segregated classes are not necessarily bad

environments for children. Historically, one of the strongest
arguments in support of mainstreaming has been that many children

edt ated in these environments have s'ffered 'intellectually,
academically, and, especially, emotional y- and socially. Rubin

contended, however, that the quality of institutional life, not

merely the fact of institutionalization, must be considered in

weighing the potential value -of institutional placemerit for

handicapped .children: I'

If you look at the kinds of programs that, some

youngsters have been subjected to in residential insti-

tutions and even in some segregated classrooms; you

would find that these children have had terrible

experiences. However, we don't really know what the
comparison. would be if we had optimal institutions and

optimal segregated classes versus some kind of optimal

"mainstream". - Then where would you place children who

have special needs? The argument that existing residen-
tial programs or existing special classes are so poor.
that we need to remove the children theoretically falls

. by the wayside. Tactically, this may be what you have
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to do immediately; but in the long run we need tot look
at developing the best programs we car' in all these'dif-
ferent kinds of stations. Might we ndt find that suth d
variety would better serve special needs children than
trying to support all of them in the regular mainstream
classroom?

CAN MAINSTREAMING WORK?

The Need For Support Services

Rubin's challenge to the notion that the regular classroom is
the best place for children with special educational needs has at
least a general ring*of truth: the teacher in many (if aot most)'
kindergarten and primary classrooms is already overburdened with
too many .chidren, too much paperwork, and to little, time to
spend in planning and,meeting with parents. The added demands of
handicapped children in the classroom can be a crushing blow, and
so it has been too often, The proponents of the Mainstreaming
movement, however, never ,intended handicapped Oildren to be
"dumped"- into the regular, classroom without support for the
teacher, and the children (recall that Maynard Reynolds' interpre7
tation of mainstreaming centered on the delivery of support ser-
vicesfrom specialists, e.g., psychologists ..or speech and
language therapists). The necessity df aapropriatesupport
mainstreaming and the frequent failure tolprovidesit-were common
themes in our discussions. Mary Lane stated the problem this
way:

There is a danger of dumping special needs childrem.into
,normal classrooms without giving the' classroom Chers
the support that they need td deal with the problems
that are facing them, or without giving them any kind of .

special preparation. We have a tendency in education to.
mandate something and then rush into it. Often the
teacher doesn't known when she comes to 'school in\
September what she is going to be faced with, ior has
she had any preparation for,D. 4

SaM Meiseis expressed the tame concern:
.

No one seems to suggest the possibility that the reason
teachers feel overwhelmed is that the school vstem or

-
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the state department'or the federal governmedt is defi-

cient in providing training and support for the

teachers, he parents, and the children. It's that

complex o supports that has to be in place before you
can implement a program of this type. YoUcan't expect

that handicapped children can be placed in regular

classes without support; regular classrooms then really

become dumping grounds.

Steven Asher emphasized the importance of support in the form

of teaching teachers new skills to facilitate successful

integration;
c_.

There seems to me to be a,mis7match between the public
policy ,decisions and the preparation of people for

toping with them. I'm not very impressed by what I see

.
happening in terms of teachers' ability to accommodate
individual differences, and I'm concerned about whit I
.see as the failure of school systems and the larger com-

.

munity to address the real problems that teachers are
going to have. You put a very difficult child 4n.a room

without reducing the class size, for example, and it is

difficult to expect that teacher to cope weljowith Thai

situation. If you don't give teachers extra training in
working with special needs children, in helping a'peer
group to be more accepting of a kid who,is different,

you're programming for failure. One could think of a
variety of other things.thkt-you would Want to teach,
teachers who are going to be working iff mainstream,

classrooms.

, (See the chapter on teacher training for further

discussion of this ppint.) ,

Effects Of Mainstreaming On The Mainstream'

While some (like Rubin) question whether the regular

classroom enAronment can successfully accommodate children with

wide range of. educatiogal needs, others maintain that

ma treaming,, in conjunction with other provisions of P.L.

94-142 specially individualized instruction and the 'involvement

of parents may revolutionize the regular classroom. As a

result of the.tegular classroom serving a small number'of handi-

a
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$capped children it is hypothesized, teaching, planning fork and
interacting with the parents of nonhandicapped children. will
change' in a-direction that is more responsive to individual
differences. Reynolds has argued this. possibility elsewhere, but
Meisels stated it explicitlyin our conversation when asked about
the possible -long range impact of mainstreaming:

It is possible that as a result of mainstreaming,,
classrooms' could be radically restructured, because it's'

impossible to successfully mainstream a broad range of
handicapped kids into a 'classroom that's based on
teaching "to the mean", or to-the "average" child. You
.Can't do-it. Handicapped kids will fail.in the program.
The prograo.will.4flounder because it cannot cope with
discrepancy. Jane df7...the things we can do that's most

.- _helpful is to teach the teacher how tOk. individualize
instruction. 'Jb thEf extent that we introduce amore
individualized apprpach to education in schopls,we are

. ...engaged in radial' restructuring of traditional
.4- education: As little as that is, it is radicale

Meiseis, along with Robert Granger. and Joseph Stevens, also
pointed to the revolutionary potential for transforming the rela-
tions between...school and the parents of all children which exists

in the provision of$Z14. 94-142 for the 5olvement of, parents of
`handicapped children. Meisels emphasized the phenomena ,impact
that P.L. 94-142 is having on families and mentioned particularly
the benefits accruing from the mandate of informed consent..
"Informed consentl refers to the requirement t5TIT5iet a child
can*be placed inia program other th a regular classroom the
school syStem must obtain the pare written consent; the
school personnel must explain the program an0 the ,possible 7
altern4tives that may exist in such a way that the parent
understands. The requirement was contrasted with previous spe- v
cial class placement potty:

This is much different from as recently as five years
ago, when a child could receive an IQ test in-school, be
pieced in a special class, and the parents would not
even know about it until Such time as they happened to
wander into_ the school or the child mentioned it to
them.

I
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Meisels suggested that the requirement of inform d consent will
'bring about -a restructuring of the parent-school r lationship and

an improved information exchange. This could o cur, he said,

simply because parents and school personnel are re uired to meet

person to person.

Granger described the way this face to face contact, espe-
cially in-staffings (meetings of school staff and parents in

which decisions are made about a child's program), is changing

the way parents and teachers view each other:

The involvement that parents have had in staffings has
been a good thing for both teachers and parents. It

helps teachert to see the parents of children that have

special needs in a much more realistic, and human

context -- to see them.as less the cause of that=special
need than was the general supposition. `.1 think it also

helps 'parents to get a better feel for the fact that
many people really are concerned and are working hard to

'try to make appropriate decisions ablaut their children.

In short, I see the requireMent of parent involvement in

staffing and program planning as a vehicle for breaking

down some of those,stereotypic) barriers between parents
and teachers.

4 Stevens suggested hopefully that these changes may "spill

over" br transfer to interaction with the parents of nonhandi-

capped children:

The.provisions of P.L. 94-142 have enabled parents of
handicapped children to have considerable say about the

nature of the curriculum or educational program that

their kids receive. Those parents have more involvement

in determining what kinds of interventions are planned
for.their kids and in assessing whether the educatiohal

goals are appropriate for their children. I suspect

that this is going to spill over in terms of how

teachers and school people relate to parents of

nonhandicapped children as well. Teachers and school

people are going to be more practiced at conducting

IEP-type (individual educational plan) conferences;

they're hopefully going to be more likely to do similar
kinds of things with parents of nonhandicapped children.

28
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The Pendulum May Swing

The prospect of a revolution in regular education triggered
by the integration of a few handicapped students is admittedly
optimistic, if not idealistic. The amount of skill, patience,
persistence, and financial apd technical support required to make
this work is enormous. If we fall short in one or some of these
areas, what then? Steven Asher confided his fear that unles's a
better job is done of preparing teachers for mainstreaming,

10. or 15 iyears from now we'll say, That was
disastrous," rand we'll go back the other way -- kind of
a faddish swing from= one side to another. Maybe that
won't happen -- maybe we'll be wiser this time around
than we've been in the past.

This potential pendulum-like sh)ft in our thinking about
serving handicapped children would not be new; Donald Stedman
described what he called a form of "backlash" from parents of
older handicapped children in response to the pendulum swing
represented by mainstreaming:

Consider 'the parents of a handicapped child who have
over a 'period of years worked through' an extraordinarily
difficult problem and found institutionalization or spe-,
cial class, placement _a great resolution, to a lot of
family problems and to the child's problem. Now someone
comes in and disruptl that balance, in their view, by
saying that the special class or institution is the
worst place for their child. Some parents may be taking
the line of least resistance and may not be doing as
much for their kids as they might, but then they have in
mind the total ecology of the family. It is understand-
able that they are perplexed, if not disturbed, about
the fact that some external ,force has undone what ,they
worked very hard to do.

The comments of Asher and Stedman heighten our awareness of the
possibility that mainstreaming could'fail. It is possible that
we would want to reject mainstreaming as we have other educa-
tional innovations and return to deli4ering services to handi-
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capped people in segregated settings. MeiSels pointed out,

however, that mainstreaming is unlike other educatiorial innova-'

tions in one important respect: it has a legal-constitutional

basis. Thus, ,in his words, "Unlike such innovations as team

teaching and open education, mainstreamIng can't easily be throwh

out if it doesn't work. "

To specify how we will know if mainstreaming :does or does not

"work" is in itself no easy task. Consider a few'of the bases on

which we may evaluate the effectiveness of integrating handi-

capped and nonhandicapped children: 'academic gains for handi-
capped children; increased acceptance by nonhandicapped children
of those who are different in some way(s); improved self-concepts

of handicapped children; the cost-effectiveness of delivering

special services in the mainstream. Perhaps, even given poor

a
results in all of these areas, mainstreaming will still Ibe 'con-

sidered successful simply because it hal been implemented -- that

is, the dictate of the law will have been met.

It is, then, possible that research on the effectiveness of
mainstreaming for children, families, teachers, .and schools may
not be.putito use as evidence for accepting or rejecting it; it

may be that Meisels is correct in suggesting that we will not

have the choice of rejecting mainstreaming. Rather, research in
the various areas mentioned will likely be used to maximize the
possiblity that for most children the mainstream can indeed be

the "most appropriate" as well as the "least restrictive"

environment.

a
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I
, Chapter Three
1

PARENTING AND PARENT EDUCATION

In 'our conversations, several of the PGI faculty addressed
issues related to parents and to the relationship betweeri!parents
and educators. Because "'parent involvement" in their children's
education is discussed elsewhere in this volume (principally in
Chapter 2), it will not be touched upon here. Rather, the focus
of this chapter is on parenting variously considered as an area
ofresehrch investigationf as a curriculum to -be taughtin our
schoolS, and as a set of skills that develops over the course of
a lifetime. These considerations were major topics in the inter-
views with Joseph Stevens and Frances Horowitz. In their
discussion of parenting and parent education, Stevens and
Horowitz addressed more specifically the following questions:
How is a person "socialized" tb become an effective parent; what
is, in fact, an effective parent; what are the effects of certain
parenting practices on an .infant's development; how can` we best
help prospective parents to become good parents'?

THE SOCIALIZATION OF PARENTING 1

Stevens and his colleagues' are currently .interested in

learnirig more abdut the ecological or environmental factors that
influence the 'quality Of parenting. Ecological factors include
such things as the physical environment, family and community,
social services and schooling, shopping facilities, and day care
options. Stevens 'wants to know how people become competent,
parents and what aspects of family and community life support (or"
inhibit) effective parenting. This knowledge, lie feelsovill

'enable professionals to do a' better JO of proViding assistance
and service to parents and prospective parents. Stevens pointed

' out that researchers from several disciplines are contributing to
. t

.
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our understanding of the relations between community support

systems and parenting:

There's a geographer, for instance, by the name of Chris

Smith, who looks at an area in terms of the kinds of
"natural neighbors" that exist. These are people who

act as information referral resource§ for people" in a

particular community. They provide information if

someone in that community needs to find out how to get,

day care, perhaps, or to find a good person to provide
dental care for their child. In many communities-there
seem to be people who have developed a reputation.foc-,

having certain kinds, of competencies an0 certain kinds

of knowledge to whom one can go to for assistance.

Stevens and his colleagues have included "natural neighbors"
in the study of support systems and parenting. He told of a,
father who was interviewed in the course of a research project
who described himself as a "natural neighbor" -- as a liaison ,

between the community and the.housing project in which he"lives:

One of the fathers. in our study who we interviewed said,

"I've been in this community for something- like 15

years. Um an important person in this' community. I

don't plan to leave here because I can do good here. If'

people-need some help in terms of getting jobs, I know

who to call downtown; if people downtown need some

information -abobt servies in a particular part of the
community, they call me and I can help,tbem".

The researchquestion of particular interest to Stevens
whether the accessibility of natural neighbors And other sources
of support in a community actually has an impact on the quality

'of parenting:

1

We're looking at how.a 'family's access. to a social

network, and/or to commdnity :resources correlates with
their. knowledge about ohild development, their skill in,

. designing a home learning environment, and -their

infants' development. Based on some of our initial,

data, we're assuming that people who are more connected
in certain ways probably are better able to design high

quality home learning environments.



. ,

_A second aspect of the socialization of parenting which
Stevens suggested is important to investigate is the development
of parenting skills -- how people become good parents. He
suggested, 'once again, that until we understand how effective
parents became effective we will be less able to facilitate the
development of those preparing for parenthood. Specifically, we
need to look at,

parenting over the lifespan t how care-giving
experiences and skills change from o e period to another
and how ,competenee at one period is related to com-
petence or skills at another period. ' That is what
kinds of caregiving skillstay in early childhood,
relateto caregiving experiences in middle childhood, in
adolescence, in young adulthood, middle age, and in old
age. d

- Underlying this emphasis on development is an assumption: ,

Parenting is not a behavior that begins at a certain
period of time and ends when the.childen grow up and
leave home. Rather, the skills that are involved are
probably related to previous expei-iences. Parent educa-
tion can be seen as a part of life-icing learning,
Adults-teek such learning to continue to do a better job
of being adults; parenting is simply .a part of one's
adult role; if you have chosen to have children. To
some extent providing support to parents in working'with
their kids is a way.of.reinforcing the notion that edu-

. cation, goes on, not just at school, but in varlious other
settingeas well. .a

A third aspect of socialization for parenting that needs to
be studied is the child's rorg in shaping the parent. Stevens
pointed out that we have talked for for long about parent-child'
relationships as if the iparent influenced the development of the
child but notwice-versie

There is now',an increased aviareness of the effect of the
child rn theloarent's behavior, of the reciprocal kind
of relationship between child and parent. The child's
'development is affected not only by what the parents do
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to the child'but is also affected by what the child does

to the parents, and in turn by how the parents respond
to the child.. We need to look then, when we study how

people become parents, at how,their behavior is affected

by their cOldren.

Stevens summarized the nature of the knowledge we need to

faCilitate the development and_support of,gooti parents:

We don't know how people become good parents. We need a

lot more information abodt. what ayentS; of early

childhood, middle childhood, and adolescence relate to
being-able-to do an effective job in terms of rearing

kids. We need 4o know what kinds of social supports
relate to child rearing and what-kinds of influence ,kids.
have on one's ability to be an effective parent.

WHAT CONSTITUTES4GOOD PARENTING?

Whereas Stevens discussed some of the factors that influence
effective parenting, Frances HoroWitz addressed the question of

what constitutes. good parenting. Her general focus was on our
knowledge of the effects of early experience and on what we know
(and don't know) about the "best things" to do for our children.

Mobiles And CribBumpers

As Horowitz ,pointed out, new aarents qui4 understandably
would live to know what effects their behavior and the environ-

ment marrhave on their baby's development. Decorating the baby's

crib with attractive colored bumpers 0 hanging mobiles overhead

are often undertaken in hopes of "stimulating" the baby's

development. However, as Horowitz said, whether such things
really make a difference is not yet known. There is evidence

that fewer children with developmental problems come from homes

in, which parents tend to build these things into the baby's

learning environment. But this .is not evidence that mobiles,

bumpers, special rattles etc., cause better outcomes for babies.

Horowitz suggested an alternative explanation:

It may be that the whole constellation of things that

tend to go.along with hanging mobilet and ,putting in

attractive bumpers m'ay constitut44pe important factors.

4
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I'm speaking of parents being cesponsive to the needs di
a child, parents having:an adaptable repertoire of care-
taking skills, parents being sensitive to individual
differences and knowing how to calibrate their behavior
'accordingly.

One of the findings of the 'perinatal collaborative
project is that the two" highest correlates of develop-'

mental outcome are economic status and maternal
education. Some set of variables is correlated with the
mother's education that makes a difference for the
child's development. Just completing more"grades of
school and going further in education has a generalized
positive 'effect, But it may not be education itself,
that'makes the difference, it could be things that are
correlated with educatidn. People who have more educa-
tion tend to have more money, people with more education
tend to have better medical care, people with more edu;
cation tend to have better nutrition. Maybe these are
the functional variables.

Our kdowledge is relatively limited about these "functional
variables," that is, variables that make a differencCe.g.,
sunlight and soil make a difference in plant groWth, so the

-characteristics of the soil and the amouht of sunlight are the
functional variables for plants). Horowitz's adVice to parents
of infants is thus largely based on her own experience:

If a mother said to me'"Should I hang a mobile, in my
baby's crib?"' P Wouldn't say no: Me know that those
things can't hurt; whether° in fact they doanything
that's usefulor not, we really don't know. 'What would
I tell a mother tq do? I'would tell her to do all the 6

things I Akikbecause I beiexe those are good things to
do for children. And I would tell her alt the things
that tend to be associated with )!ii lb.class cu tures. 14

On the other hand, we know ther ,Ibt- of childrei
who come from low socio-economic gS),.high risk
families who do all -right. Thos, flies may Dr may °
not have done,the things that middle class families do.
There are a loof questions unanswered-about what makes
a,difference, and that's why it's sd hard to answer t1161.

fi
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layman's questidn,-"What should I do that would tae the

best,thing for my baby?"

HoroWitz conceded that it is easier to speak with scientif ic

certainty about some important prenatal functional variables.

She specifically warned of the well-documented hazards of smoking

and poo. nutrition during pregnancy:

Wea ve become increasingly appreciative of the fact that

the baby:s status at birth is determined to a large

extent by what happens in the nine months-prior to

birth. The one thing I would tell potential mothers is

not to smoke. There is as clear correlation between
maternal smoking and risk status in infants. (In fact,

'some people claim that maternal smoking correlates, more
highly with developmental risk status than'does SES, and

that if .you control for smoking.the SES.correlation
. wipes out.) The health habits of the mother including

smoking, nutrition, and even nutrition 'prior to

pregnancy seem to be very important variables. Given

the junk diets of most teenage women ip our culture,

teen-age pregnancy becomes even more of a concern.

Babies torn to these young mothers are at very high risk

in terms,of poor developmental outcome. Also, alcohol

consumed consistently and .in more than just minimal
quantitiesAoes have a negative effect on the. develop-

mental status of newborns, and a fetal alcohol syndrome

has now been identified. But again, the consistent con-
sumption of alcohol produces lots of side effects which

can affect the nutrit4onal status of the mothers. I

don't know that you can sort those factors out.

PARENT EDUCATION

Horowitz and Stevens each recognized a current national push
for parent education and discussed how best to educate prospec-

tive parents. While each advocated including child development
and parenting practices in the junior apd senior, high curricula,,

both expressed some concerns and reservations. Stevens suggested

that there is "clearly a need" for such programs in schools, but

that we really do riot know what the effects of these programs may

be. Is it _possible, for instance, that young people involved in

these educational programs are less likely to become adolescent
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parents or even to become parents? And how may these programs
affect young people's ability to plate to and interact with
children once they have them? These are questions which Stevens
indicatedMN4Lbe addressed soon.

Cultural, Diversity And Values

Horowitz and Stevens also expressed a fear of
"indoctrinating" all stidents with mjddle 'class (or dominant
cultural) values about parenting. 'Horowitz summarized the
historical conditions that have necessitated some form of educa-
tion for parenthood and hinted at the "values" problem:

In our society the opportunities to observe models of
parenting increasingly diminish when you're not living
in extended families or in contact with extended
generations. So nowadays people are coming into
-parenthood with very little practical experience,
unaware of what, it involves, and with very little
information about what babies are like and how they
develop. Some form_ of educational provision to meet
that problem is necessary, and I have advocated that
basic wild development be part of high school
curriculra., However, there is a danger here if you
believe it's important to protect the pluralistic nature
of our society, because it's very hard for people to
teach child development.without also teaching values.

Stevens elaborated on the implications of cultural diversity-
for parenting education:

One of the reasons that we have so manytdifferent kinds
of pardnt education, programs :in this-country is, that
there is no uniform, agreed-upon set of goals relating'
to how children are supposed to turn out. In a democra-
tic society we must live with cultural complexity and
diversity in determining what a good child or a com-
ptent child is supposed to be like. To some extent, in
fact, that kind of compleiity has to be fostered.

It is easy enough to say that cultural diversity should be
respected and protected and that no cultural grOup should be
allowed to foist its own values on another. During Horowitz

5
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presentation at the PGI, however, an incident occurred that
,exemplified the difficulty of both teaching about theoretically

important aspects of effective parenting (e.g., warm physical
contact between mother and child) and respecting the values of

all cultural groups. Horowitz related the incident during our

interview:

One of the participants in the seminar, an American

.
Indian woman, came up to me at the end of the afternoon

and said that she hoped I would say something 'tomorrow
'v relating to the fact that in her culture the parents

never hug and kiss 'their children, and she thinks they

turn out all right. I hail talked about cuddling and how

important it was,, but what she was 'saying to me is,
here's a culture that doesn't cuddle. And this (not,
cuddling) is something that is very functionar for that

culture. .Yet, if she hadn't said that, I would Wie
probably just gone on talking about tactile stimulation
and its importance, even though I know better. That

comes out my culture. I -love to hug my kids and I

think it's a very pleasurable thing for parents and OA

to do. But that's not a value for her-culture. And

,unless I keep getting brought up short on these kinds of

subcultural differences, be putting my values in
termsof child development onto others people. In a high

.school curriculum, when the preparation of the teacher
is not going to be very'extensivb in this field, I think
the danger is even grdater, and I would worry. I'm not

. so worried that I'd say "don't do it" -- but I think

fiat's something to be concerned about.

Further Complicating the cultural values question is the

nature of the knowledge about °child development that serves as

the basis for courses on parenting. Stevens described the limit-

ations of this knowledge:

Much of the information that we have about children's
development is generated from studies done on midtile
class White subjects; there's not a lot of child devel7

opment -data .0n Black kids' development, especially

social or personality development. Tile same is true for

low income, kids, Chicano kids, Native American children.
When Diana Baumrind talks about styles of parenting she

a ,
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.,makes the very appropriate point that her data are
gathered on White middle-class subjects and that genera-
lizations about these patterns of parenting should be
limited to White middle-class subjects. However, many
of us suggest that similar effects may occur from
authoritarian styles of parenting or authoritative Per-
sons in minority families., I guess that a person
working with potential parents has to present a healthy
respect for research, for the limits of knowledge based
on research, a willingness to utilize research
information, and, a willingness to. clarify one's own
values.

A Broad Range Of Services

Stevens' discussion of parent education extended beyond the
classrooN and ranged to the more general cultural problems .
involved in providing services (including education and training)
to parents. Diversity &w4 the main theme of his answer when we
atked if good parent edueStion programS currently exist:

The question is, does the push for parent, education
imply that,there's_one curriculum or-one correct 'way to
be an effective parent? Does it mean that you develop
one curriculum where adults learn one set,of skills in
interacting with children, for example, Parent
Effectiveness Training (P.E.T.) or behavior modification
techniques? Clearly this is not appropriate.

I don't have any research data to support it (this is my
own bias); but I suspect that a'program for parents
which is most likely to be effective is one that pre-
sents several alternatives, because there's no one right
way to becoMe a competent parent. Given the va7ince in
family structure that exists in this country and the
variety of people that parent successtu/ly -- single
fatbtrs, single mothers and.extended families that prob-

es a very effective job of rearing children
it's difficult to argue that one particular -way ofN
parenting is most effective.

For this reason, according to Stevens, a variety of services
should comprise the community support systems for parents:.

,
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' It's appropriate to provide a varietyhgf support, systerhs

for parents; home visits; intensive kinds -of,,support-

from particular individuals; group consultation for

those parents that want to get together and discuss ways
to interact with their kids- or get information from one
another;or drop-in centers where pareifts can goand
'talk to a lay counselor. There needs-to be a variety of

delivery systems that are planned to reflect the kind of
services that parents in a particular community want or

need. The content of what's delivered ,needs to be
4 varieth as Weil, in keeping with theeparticular kinds of

problems and goals of parents: And these -'-. deliverey

system and the content -- need olto_be matched to the

parent. The best' way to do that may be, to offer' a
.rvariety Of- things and let the parents plug 1n Id the
A kind of systeth that they feel is the most consonant with

their needs, wants and-values.
k

Offering at variety of services.makes excellent.spnse. But

often times facilitating parents' use of services is not easy.

When asked whether a'"cafeteria" approach will best ensure the

successful use of services by parents, Stevens responded:

I don't meaR thlt it should be'just 6 responsive mode on

the part of the people offering the services to patents.

There has to be a more aggressive effort in seeking out

parents, offering services, and enabling parents to hook

up with the service that's illost appropriate for them.

We should not just set up neighborhood resource centers
and wait f6r parents to come knocking on thedoor. t4le

should -provide something like those, natural neighbors

who will go out to(parents in the community to find out

what kind of'services they need. If those services are

not offered at the neighborhood resource center, then.

.,---, there would be a home visiting, program operating in the

a -community which some parents can be hooked up to;- or

there might be a P4E.T. progrg for those parents who'

want help interacting emocratidally-illh .their kids;

and there would be child'abuse. prevention programs. I'd

like to see a network of parent education services

within a community-that is intenconnected.and yeCthat

e, has some systematic,way of contacting parents.
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Chapter Four

TEACHER TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION

° Much of the discussion in the interviews pertained to the
training and credentialing of early childhood educators. Several
faculty persons discussed ,their on involvement in teacher prep-

. aration as well as research with im6licatiops for the training of
teachers. The faculty brought a widd.,Lahge of experiences to
bear on such questions 'as who should become a teacher of young
children, wfiat are the critical skills needed by an early
childhood educator, how can.teachers best be trained, and how can
the professional growth of teachers already in the field be
encouraged?

THE SOURCE OF TRAINEES

One ,of the issues of special concern for several of the
faculty perilnii was whether., educators experienced in teaching
older,children,should be Aired (with or without retraining) to
teach preschoolers. With declining enrollments all across the-
country, many, elementary school teachers are out of work, and
school dAstricts are under pressure to find placements for them.
Many districts have responded by hiring these teachers for
preschool classrooms, either in programs for handicapped children,
(now served under P.L. 94-142) or, iri some states, for nonhandi-

capped four-year-olds. The PGI faculty generally questioned the
wisdom of this solution. Mary Lane suggested that considerable
retraining would be necessary:

If We're going to try to .preserve the jobs of those
presently teaching by adding four-year-olds to the
system, we're going to have to retrain a lot of

teachers%Right now we .don't even 'have many teachers
well trained to teach five-year-olds, and .there's ,a
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great difference in philosophy as well as techniques

for teaching a four-year-old rather than a

five-year-old.

Lane's point about the difference between four- and five-
year-olds suggests that a basic understanding of child develop-
ment is requisite for a preschool teacher, who often workswith'

children across a wide range of developmental levels. At is this

knowledge of development, on which appropriate goals and expec-
tations for children are built, which Frances Horowitz indicated

elementary school teachers do not have:

Many people believe that if you're trained as an elemen-

tary school teacher, you can do ,preschool education,

parent .education Dr work with handicapped kids.

However, very little elementary training is relevant to

these things. For'instance, early child development, '
just plain normal development, is often not a part of

the training of an elementary school teacher.

The question of whether training and experience with older

children generalizes to work with preschoolers is even more
complicated when considered from the point of view of Maynard

Reynolds. He wondered out loud about the source of trainees for

the education of handicapped infants and toddlers:,

It's pretty clear that the policies in our society are.
carrying services into' earlier periods in the lives of,".

children.). We are expected under Public Law 94-142 to
begin programs for handicapped children at age 3, and in

many communities they're trying to push below that and

begin at birth or even before in making special

provisions. The question is, how are we going to train
the people to serve th86 infants and young children?

What should that training be like? What should be the

sources of trainees? We're under a lot of pressure

right now to retrain people who have been teaching older

children. Is that a good source of early childhood
trainees, or should they come from somewhere else?

-'I
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WHAT SHOULD A-GOOD PRESCHOOL TEACHER KNOW AffD DO?

Criteria For Good Teaching
I

o ask whether teachers of older children would make good
preschool teachers is to imply that criteria exist by which we
can identify the knowledge aAd skills of a good early childhood
educator. In Robert Granger's view, these criteria are to date

qj largely speculatjve, because most investigations of teacher
effectiveness have fOcused on element 4y school -teachers.
Granger framed the basic question and offered an honest but
Sobering answer:` '

The general question is, just what is a good preschool
teacher? Or, put another way, what are some of the
critical teaching skills that teachers of preschool
children must have? We know very little about the
'things that a good preschool teacher doesithat actually
htlp children to develop attitudes adoUt themselves that
a e positive in achievement settings. With teachers and
parents in Georgia I've discovered that there is a sort
of _conventieal wisdom about the characteristics of a
good teacher, but there is no

the

data base to answer
this question.; The research that has been done on
teacher effectiVeness has typically been done in elemen-
tary school classrooms. So,_if you asked me how I was
going _to train-a queliq preschool teacher for a group
of kids Pd be a little bit at-a loss: I'd have to rely
right-now on conventional wisdom.

,,-
Our lack of know ledge about critical teacding skills,

according to Granger,Is related to our lack of understanding of
the skills, attitudes, and knowledgeL a child acquires in school
that help him/her become-a more self-actualized person later in
life. Understanding ofthese things should'be the foundation of
our evaluation of teaching skills: '

We need to really look much more rigorously for those
things that, if a kid-acquires them, will -help him/her
later on- down the line. One of those things would be -

attitudes that a kid acquires about such things as

inquisitiveness, curiosity, and things like that -- a

willingness to seek out other people or other things.
/
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Then the more that.a teacher helps children to acquire certain

sorts of skills for engaging the environment,

the more I would be inclined to say that that teacher is a good

teacher.

Knowledge of Child Development

Besides the conventional wisdom and the smattering of

research that does exist, we have some clues about the qualities,

skills, and knowledge of an effective preschool teacher. Somelof

the PGI faculty offered.such clues in the form of expert opinion:

Frances Horowitz, in the statement quoted above (p.42), expressed

her conviction about the importance of a background in child

development. Donald Stedman also stressed the importance of this

knowledge but lamented that research knowledge in child develop-

ment i-s poorly utilized, not only in the training of elementary

I
teachers but of early childhood educators as well:

I'm not happy at all with the way in which we are 'Ving

about) preparing professional personnel in the etily

,L}
childhood area. We're acting as if there's no such

thing as developmental psychology in any instances,

ignoring the fact that we have a wealth of child devel- .

opment literature. It somehow lays over here and

doesn't get into the hands of people who are. preparing

to be practitioners except in a few- demonstrkion

programs. For example, one of the important pieces of
research that's_been done in many years, in my judgment,

is the work done by Hess and Shipman, which ldok'ed at

maternal teaching styles. I think that this has yet to

really enter the teacher training or the educational

program activity. We really need to take more account

of things like adult styles ..- whether they're instruc=.

tional strategies or whether they're just adult

behaviors -- and the extent to which they have any

effect on the quantity or quality of the child's

learning or performance.

Stedman's example nstructive: if research results indi-

cate that a given teachin style or strategy is superior to other

styles and strategies, then this knowledge should be incorporated

into the training of teachers. It must be pointed out, however,

that "superior educational results" must be,considered in. light

of the diversity of subcultUral goals and values.
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. Sensitivity To Social Development
I

Steven Asher stressed the important implications for teacher
training of research on the development of peer relations and,
more generally, of social skills. He argued that people in edu-
cation are just beginning to appreciate the importance of'social
relations:

One of the things that is referred to in school systems
is that socialization is really the school's hidden
curriculum. Although many, people recognize that
socialization probably is one of the most important
things that kids get opt of school, we're just beginning
to find out what impact poor socialization or poor
social skills hd's onichildren's-itter life adjustment.
This means that educational institutions will be forced
to pay more-attentipn to this area.

,-This suOests that teachers will need to be aware of the
development orsocial-skills and will also need to know hof to
help those children whose development in this area is'in some way
interrupted. Asher suggested that teachers are currently con,-
cerned bak.uneasy about helping children with social relationship
difficulties:

One thing that characterizes 'teachers, it seems to me,
is a real -concern for.thaX Individual kid Avis known
not to have friends, on who is disruptive and/or
'aggressive --.the kind ofiindividual in the classtioom
who is causing problems for the teacher, for the kids,
or for the child him/herself. I _find teachers
interestednte'rested in helping individual problem children but
not knowing what to do, unsure about what things might

"Gee,
effective or not effective. There is more a sense of

tinGee, I'm not sure I can do anything in this area," than
there is a sense of "I don't think thiris important.q
They think it's important but are.uncertai6 as to what
kinds of practice Old be effective.

%fi
,#

Several interventi strategies'for facilitating a child's
acquisition of social skills have been developed and researched.

I
Asher and his colleagues have developed a "coaching" technique

. 4
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Which consists of a coach instructing a child hoW to perform a
given skill, giving the child a chance to try out the skill with

.
a peer, and reviewing the practice session with the child. Asher

suggested that as the effectiveness of this technique and others
is demonstrated, they should become, part of a,teacher's instruc-
tional repertoire.

Planning And Management Skills

Above and.beyond emphasizing the need for knowledge in the
area of social skill development, however, Aslier suggested a new

model of the teacher which WOuld demand a profound change in

teacher preparation. When asked who shOuld intervene with a

child who has poor social skills (e.g., the teacher, the aide,
the social worker, the school psychologist), Asher responded that
this intervention may best be carried out by a volunteer or by a-

0 teacher's aide, freeing the teacher to play his/her proper role
of planner/manager. Asher described .this role and the objections

that teachers may raise toward adopting it:
4

It seems like teachers need to think of thebselves more

like planners or managers. This is A difficult thing to

get teachers to appreciate -- the need for thinking of
themselves as managers of instruction or planners as
opposed to just one-to-one or one-to-group Service

providers. I'm struck when I talk to teachers who Are t
doing remedial work with kids, the ones who 'give a lotp,

direct' service to kids; if I tell them about

something like a peer _tutoring program, for example,

sthey sometimes get a glazed look. I think the glazed

look means, "How much would I enjoy doing that? The

kids would be doing all the teaching and I would be
charting stuff from a distance or, planning -- what would

be the kicks for, me ?"

This is.funny to me, because planning and managing
instruction can really be exciting and in some ways is
more varied than baying to be there day in and day out,

slugging Al out on the firing line. It can in some ways

be a mo stimulating life, yet it's difficult for

. ,.people whose positive teaching experiences have come
from these one-to-one interactions or interactions with
groups to appreciate that managing can be an interesting
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alternativeiin the classrobm. We need to have teachers
think i\tefms not only using themselves as resources
to help kids' develop social skills, but of using
paraprofessionals, or, using older peel's or other people
who can come in and help out with the kids. X think
it's part of a broader problem, one of reconceptualizing
the role of the teacher, whOe the teactier is more of a
manager than'a direct service provider::

s.

'If the proper role of, thy teacher of young children is
planner/manager, then the focus of training must shift toward
planning data -based 5rograms and monitoring student progress,
training other adults and children as agents of instruction, and
coordinating the various educational programs implemented by
adults and peer tutors.

Respect For Diversity N

Whether as 'direct instructors, facilitators, or `Managers,
Frances Horowitz and Robert Granger urged that early childhood
educators must respect the diverse values of children and parents
who are physically, mentally, culturally, or in some other way.
different from the norm. Granger emphasized that teacher educa-
tors are in urgent need of knowledge about the effects of teacher

'attitudes on children. He suggested that close attention be paid
to the kinds of attitudes teachers hold about children who are in
some way(s) wnonstandard" and the consequence of these attitudes,
for, teacher behavior. For example,"he-said,we need to study-how
teachers perceive handicapped children in the mainstream and to
be alert to the danger of attitudes that may lead to behavior-
that is.in some way debilitating to these children.

Horowitz urged that teachers of young children not 'lay
their values" on parents of '21 different cultural heritage. She
distinguished.between ex Tessin one's own values, and foisting
one's values on another. T is distinction was evident in her
response to the question of whether a White middle-61ass teacher
(who enjpys expressing physical affection towards children)
should hug an American Indian child whose culture'may not value
warm physical contact!

If' you did it in'the context of they meaningful rela-
tionship you ,have with that, child, I don't°S"ee any
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problem with that. Ifyou looked at the mother when you

picked the kid up and then Au communicated to her that ,

she wasn't a good mother because she didn't hug her !.

child, then that's where the problem comes in. I think .

for children to have different kinds of experiences`

which come out of different cultures is fine, but when a

representative of one culture says to another "You're a
bad parent because you don't do what I do,4 that's a

problem.

While agreeing that diversity of values Should be respected,%

Steven Asher argued that teachers must be strong in insisting A

that some skills must be taught because they are important in

this culture. He suggested that this is more difficult Jor

social skills than for academic skil.ls like reading because

teaching social skills is sometimes Confused With teaching

values:

As professional dducator's we're comfortable saying,

"Your child needs to know how to read, whether youjiike

or care about it_ or not," Of bourse, we don't have to

say that often because parents do car ery lot about it.

.134t somehow when we get into social,,Areas, we feel

Cautious or defensive or reluctant to get involved in
teaching things to kids which might .contradict the

parents' values. I think in the end we're going to need

to know more about what the functions of different kinds

of skills are, for our own protection. We're going to

need to be able to say, "We need to teach these things
based On good evidence that.4f kids don't learn them

they may have some really serious problems."

By and large I find that most parents don't need

much persuading on these things. They understand that`

it's important for a kid to have communication skills.

However, a lot of, discussion about value education In

schools has thrown together moral values, social skills,

fex education etc. We've sort of packaged these

Ogether andl#en said, "Look at the uproar." But the

be very selectively targeted; there's not
much uproar over helping kids develop-oral communication

skills so that they can make their meanings known to
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another person or cooperate on a task or know
,-.

how to
help another kid. .

Mary Lane emphasized that Valuing diversity in the form of
individual and cultural differences among children should 'be
reflected in teachers' assessments of children. Arguing that

(too'our models of assessment and our widely used instruments are
!!tdairestrictive in their focus, Lane suggested that teachers be
lacfned to develop their own assessment tools and strategies
which would be relevant to the abilities of their particular stu-
den4 and which would cover a wide range of child behavior:

I would like to see the individual teacher given more
training and opportunity to work out her own assessment
procedqres so that they could include a broad range of
behaviors -- social, emotional, cognitive, and health,

Clt:. have been able to work with teachers in such a way
;:that they could devise instruments and collect and keep
files of children's work Which could be shared with
parents and which would shaw progress:

,, We tend to use two models of assessment which I

thin are inappropriate, or at least they are
cont jnYlig. -Pne is the medical model. We use terms
that -dbMe from the medical 'model when 0,1 talk about
idiag osU'and treatment. The other model that we use is
the ialogicalLscientific model, where you're interested
in putting things in little categories and counting them
all and labeling them. .I don't think those things ade-
quately measure human dgfelopment. They may be
indicators, but they are not the whole picture.

.

Skills Forlieeting Special Needs

Sensitivity to diversity -- to individual differences -- is
1.0evant to Samuel Meisels' comments about the teacher skills
necessary to integrate handicapped children into a preschool or
day care program. While'a general knowledge of child development
is the foundation for the 'developmental approach" (in which
handicapped children are not seen as qualitatively different from
nonhandicapped children but as falling somewhere along the :formal
continuum of develOppent in given skill leas), which he advoca-
tes far special edbeators, Meisels argued that great precision in'
the obwrvation and description of the individual child is '.

1
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demanded of the teacher of the child with special needs. Meisels

1

was asked if a preschool teacher well-trained in a traditional-

"whole child" nursery school approach would h C e the skills

necessary for mainstreaming. His response emphasized the criti-

cal importance of individualizing instruction, which traditional

nursery school teachers are often not prepared to do.- He also

stressed the need to focus in detail on specific skill areas,

also not usually a component 7 traditional nursery training:
1

Their perceptions will need to be much' mord focused.
You-need to be able to say to one of ,those teachers,
"Tell me about this kid," and you have to expect that
the teacher then can tell you what the child can do.

ke

She needs to tell you in a way thas rs. reliable in \some

fashion. So this teacher who t4 ch ; in the "whole

child" tradition needs to look at sp cific abilities of

the kid in a-way she/he hasn't in the past. Teachers

really do need to be educated in how to identify skill

areas, and to learn that there's nothing wrong with
"pushing" kids to acquire skills in these areas.

Meisels went on to underscore the challenge inherent in

helping a special needs child develop specific skills:

A child with articulation problems, regardless of what's

going to happen five years later, is a child 're going

to want to teach some articulation skills 'to. It's

going to.be tough, and it's not always fun. So let's

find the most organized way of doing it, ancrimake
something interesting to talk about. We'll also have to_

reward the child so he gains in self-esteem and power of

self.

Both the challenge of working with handicapped children and

the importance of giving teachers -in- training the special skills

required were reiterated by Oonald.Stedman. He warned against

placing student teachers in highly challenging teaching

situations with exceptional students before they have an adequate

base of knowledge and skills:

It's very easy to learn-not to like handi8apped kids'if

you are thrust into their midst without knowing whatto

do with them. I came dangerously close in my practice
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0
teaching-days when .1 was a student at Peabody. -I had to
teach educable mentally retarded kids for a semester
before I had learned much about, who these kids were.
And I spent a lot of time avoidingthem and bootlegging
it_ and watching tlie clock and stalling and stuff. It

was really a terribly,laborsome experience. And I think
it was mostly because I was put into a kind of perfunc-
tory next=step-in-a-sequence kind of program without any
thought being given to how that related to my total pro-
fessibnal involvement.

Q*.

The Role Of Clinical Judgement

In the last several paragraphs we have explored some of the
areas of knowledge and skill that the expert judgment of the POI-
facvlty indicates are crucial for early childhood educators.
However, as Granger pointed out, there iS little in the way of
research to substantiate that these things are important: Given
this lack of empirically based criteria for judging excellence
(or mediocrity) in teaching, Stedman proposed that expert
judgment or the "clinical inclination" be used more liberally in
teacher training programs to encourage promising teachers to con-
tinue on theath anq to counsel others out of education:

We tend to act as if anybody could be an early childhood
educator, and I simply don't believe that's true. In

e clinical sciences people refer to the 'clinical
clination' -- the ability one acquires over the years

o be able to judge who's going to be a good pediatri-
cian and who isn't, or who's going to be a goolg,Llinical
person as opposed to a non - people oriented peNUT. I've
seen an awful lot of early childhood educators who I

think really don't like kids, and somewhere in the
course of their training they should have been offered

' the opportunity to deal themselve out. In the Peace
Corps, it became an hon71 deal yourself out of the
program if you felt afte first phases Octraining
that you didn't fit.' It wasn't a'disgrace; they had
partieS for you and would say, "Well, you're bright, you
really _figured out .that you could help us best by not
fielping us. ". You know, that's an extreme point, but I

think more of that ought to be built into our pro-
fessional preparation of early childhood educators.
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DELIVERING TRAINING AND CREDENTIALS

The discussion so far has addressed the issues 4of what'
training in early childhood education should consist of and who
should get this training. We turn now'to an exploration of X,

selected issues pertaining to the active delivery of training and

credentials to teachers of young children. The focus of our
attention is the optimal conditIons for preparing infant day care
personnel, the challenges of training and certifying child care
workers already in the field, and the problems universities face,
in' trying to delivetl.inservice training to keep professionals at
a high level of expertise in early childhood education.

"Real Life" Training

Donald Stedman. warned (above) aikst placing student

teachers in an instructional situation that is too demanding.
The training problem which Henry Ricci raised was just the

opposite: siltdents-who do their student teaching in university
labqratory schools often donot get experience that is represen-
tative of the more difficult challenges of "real life" wcirk in

chI18 care. Ricciuti'S solution to this problem at Cornell

University was to wove the university's infant care ,center off
campu,',where it.has been possible to learn what caregiving in

the real world is like, And thus to offer students training

experiences that are relevant to their later work in caregiving

environments.

Ricciuti emphasized-the importance of offering students all-
day experience in child care, which is usually not offered in the

.university lab schools:

The main purpose of our center is to serve as a demon- . *

stration and training center, and many of the questions
that we get from other centers.we can now speak to from

, our first-hand experience, We're suffering the same way

they are. 4 I" feel very strongly that many university
programs which are concerned with training students to
work in the field with young children leave tended to
give, them experience which in. some ways N's unrealistic.
If their main experience is in a university lab school,
they can learn a lot, but they don't learn what'the real
world is ;like. I think it's very important for students
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to get experience in all-day child care settings. The
best way for students to learn about child care is to
have direct experience in meeting the everyday problems
, of families and chtldren,who need day care.

Cr edential* Child Care'Workers .

Whereas Ricciuti's concerns are with preparing teachers to
enter the field, Robert Granger, the elNive director of the
Child Development Associates Consortium (C ), is grappling with
the problems of providing training and recognition to teachers
already in the field. The CDA project is a federal program for
training and assessing people who work with ,yourig children.in
center-based programs. Although CDA has been primarily involved
in credentialing teachers of 3-5 year olds, Granger expressed his
interest in developing a credential for those who work with even I
younger children:

I think there is a great need. matterwhat one's
p tical persuasion may be or ow one feels about
inf nt and toddler care, many infants and toddlers- are

a variety of day care cen ers. I'm interested d-1W
developing a credentialing system for people working
with infants and toddlers.

,

Granger also expressed his
ical skills and credentialing
providers. Because many more
than center- based-care, this is

interest in identifying the mit-
procedures for family day care
children receive fdMily day care
indeed an important concern.

The majority of preschool age children not cared for bya
parent, however, are cared for at home by a baby sitter. Granger
responded this why to the question of the feasibility of the
(perhaps absurd sounding) "babysitting certificate":

There. are standards in'other countries for babysitters.
Sweden, for example; has a way of licensing familydhome-
caregivers that- care for only two or -three childr n at
maximum. However, in Sweden it is importantito do.thai"
because the social system Subsidizes the carte of those
kids, so in order for a person'to get those subsidies
they have"to become licensed to do it. I don't know of
anything similar that's going on in the United States.

440.
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I'm not sure that it's necessarily a good thing to make
everWady get credentialed because, given the state we

are in right stow with the lack of plates for people;

to go for child c -- perhaps allowing people to use

and in fact 'n them to use some of the informal

networks that they have established is a good thing.
Certain industries have responded to what .they perceive

as the child care geeds of their people by providipg day

care services. What has happened in some cases is that

absenteeisth has gond up for the employees because they
have lost contact with their informal network, and when

the kids have been- sick and couldn't come to the day

care center they have had .nobody to call on.,

.

,.
I can't imagine frarikly thatthe skills of working

with children in a family day care home with seven kids
would not overlap with those necessary fdr "babysitting"

for a group of two kids. And so if we could figure put

what are good indicators of skill for the family day

care provider, we could make that knowledge available to

parents who could look for these qUalities and skills in

anybody who's.goingoto take care of their kids at home.

CDA certification is a competency-based system.' By demon-

strating competency in, .a variety of skill areas, child care

workers can receive the CDA certification. Granger emphasized

the importance of th) creddntial, noting that credentialed

people tend to perceive themselves as more competent --,more..as

professionals - -, than do non-certified people. Even excellent

Head. Start teachers, he pointed out, often disparage their own

abilities for want of a license.

Because of the importance of the recognition of competency

that a.credentiaj, brings, Granger urged that ome incentives be

developed t4. encourage child care workers, to develop the

requisite cothpetencies:

We need to try and build greater incentives' into the

system for .people to seek some sort of training and

ultimately some sort of credenpiai to verify that they

are competent in some way. Right now there are no

incentives fOr, child care workers, just as there are
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very, few incentives for excellence in the public
schools. Frankly, the only incentive right now for

people tp get some sort of credential is the satisfac-
tion of the badge of honor." At this point there are
no economic incentives or anything else in the child
care community. That kind of feeling of recognition by
other, I think, is,the only thing going for it right
now; I would ilmagide that it's a very powerful motive,
although I don't think, that it's enough. I'd like to
makeit a lot more attractive for -people'torking in

.earl childhood settings to engage in' professional
grow

Evaluating ProfessionalCompetency,

Being competency4ased, 60A assessment includes observation
of candidates on the job so,that their child care skills can be
evaluated. This qhte.clearly may be threatening to many people
and could wonk-against'even' powerful ,,ecohomic incentives which
maybecome ayailabre for seeking further training; When asked
about this problem, Granger described the "collaborative" model
of assessment and training employed V.CDA, which is nimetd at
neutr4lizing the- teacher4s filar of Wing judQed and ot failing
againSt a.standard ofcompetency:

.1;+" 114

think that any.time you talk about perfprOhce,indica-
or standards of` quality, it smacks in =some way of
ntabi.lity. And 'yes, once standards are estab-

lls ed, then it is possible that I will not meet them.
This implies that the mode in which you help people, to
gain skills and the mode in whichyou'work with, people
to assess. those skills is, really critical., The only way
you candiffuse the'feer or insecurity is to make the

2system respdnsive to the emotional needs and '.the

strengths the individual has. So, for example, it would
be clearly inappropriate for a set of standards to be

-developed which said that Ja teacher in all situations
(host look exactly like XYZ and that a orson is going to
come from some other place and witch, that teacher to,see
if=sheidoes X, Y or Z and if she doesn't then she's not
a competent teacher. How0pr, I think that there are
several more uS'eful2approaches Such as: involving the
child careg)verjo the assessment process and therefore
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as a partner in the decision making; givihg a lot of

weight in the judgment about a person's skill to the

opinions of people who have been working with that per-

/
son over time. and who that person 'trusts; involving

parents in making decisions about hat, person's
strengths and weaknesses; not demanding that a person be
everything to everybody; and recognizing that each per-
son has relative strengths and weaknesses. All these

things seem to make competency evaluation a lot more

humane, and that's clearly the way the whole CDA thing

has gone. I think that this collaborative model of

assessment and collaborative model of training (on which

most of the training programs are based) works against

the kinds of fears that arise when people start talking

r about competencies or about performance standards.

Providing In-Service Training

Donald Stedman shared an insider's view of the difficulty

universities face in providing in-service training. As an admin-

istrator at the University of North Carolina, Stedman has been

involved in delivering training to ppblic school teachers,

usually through arrangements with the state department of educa-

tion. When asked if universities are doing 'an adequate job of

providing in-service to early childhood eduOators, especially

kindergarten and primary grade teachers, Stedman responded with a

powerful example of the difficulties in the planning and rg.tOr-

dination of training:

Weal, I think some universities are and some aren't. I

don't have the data at hand. My ,guess is that the

majority are still not responding in a systematic, orga-

nized way. I think that's largely a function of nobody
crowding them to do it, but I would not, want to see that

kind of thing legislated. I think of one state as a

.
good example of what happens when the legislature rears

back and says every, teacher must have a three-hour

course in the introduction to exceptional children.

What resulted in the passage of that law in June was

17,000 people showing up in September to take that

course and there was Ximply nobody to give it. They

couldn't handle it. That's what happens when one group
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causes something to be done by fiat, out of desperation
or frustration, in order to force' the system to respond.

Stedman/elaborated on the problems of planning and coor-

,
dinatir in explaining those factors which inhibit the
universities' capacities to respond to the need for training in
the field. These constraints on response are seemingly built
into the decision making, funding, and faculty promotion struc-
tures of the universities. First, much "lead time" is needed for
the university.to respond:

One of the problems that higher education has is that it
needs more lead time to change than service systems
usually give it. The university needs to know 12-18
months ilieed of time when you want certain numbers of
staff delivered with certain kinds of competencies. You
cannot say in March that you need 3,000 teachers in

41y, and ,then get mad at the university for not
delivering./ There needs to be a closer connection bet-
ween the planning that the service system (principally
state education departments) engages/in and the planning
that the .universities do in order to deliver quality
staff development services appropriately and on time

The universities' funding structure also affects their abi-
lity. to deliver training:

A second thing is that the way.in which higher education
is Nnanced is not conducive to reaching out to provide
in-service education to professional people of any kind,
whether they're physicians, teachers, or whatever.
What's, required is a fiscal policy that allows univer-
sities to count the trainees in field based in-service
programs in the same way that they count students in
their on-campus programs in order to generate funds.
You may-not be aware of it, but the way universities are
financed is that they ftesent thee` enrollment to the
legislature just like public schools .present their
enrollment; and they get paid as a funttion of head
count. But you can't count the people who are in the
field 16ased*In-service programs because thely're full
time employees and not full time students. Now we're
talking about/providing a `fiscal policy which many
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states probably couldn't afford, if you consider the

massive in-service need. This is a major'reason why
universities are not "responsive." They simply cannot

afford to respond.

Finally, there are few incentives for university faculty to
spend time in field based training activity:

The promotion and contract renewal systems for faculty
members do not reward exemplary service in the field.
It is risky as hell if you are an untenured. assistant
'prbfessor to spend too much time out there because when
it. comes time for the senior faculty to evaluate you for

promotion or tenure, they are going to look at your

scholarly publications and perhaps your teaching effec-
tiveness on campus. I'm not saying that I support that.

I'm saying that's the reality in terms of the reward
schedules for career development for faculty menjie s in

universities.

Given these constraints on the universities' effectiveness,

Stedman was asked wpether other iinstitutions, companies, or agen-

cies outside the university should take over the lion's share of

in-service, training. In his view,r. tiiis should not happen, at-

least not yet. He explained that the mission of sopejuniver-

sities is outreach/in-service activity and that these institu-
tions should continue to provide these services and not try to do

research. Universities whose central mission is research should

not, Stedman said, engage in these outreach activities. He

stressed that a differentiation' of these roles would make the

practice of research and the delivery of in-service training more

efficient and effective.

Stedman also emphasized the importance for those institu-

tions that do provide in-service training of developing more

sophisticated methods for evaluating the effectiveness of their

services:

We're still largely doing needs assessment with a

checklis,4 and we are evaluating workshops with a

checklist ore hour before everybody leaves and hoping
that will east some light on the effectivenessof the
workshop.
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By careful ly evaluating the effects of training efforts, we

may be able to judge the effectiveness of different modes of
delivering in-service training. Knowledge in this area,

according to Stedman, is sorely needed. It is also needed, of
course, in the area of pre-service training. It may be that only

by carefully assessing the effects of current training efforts
can poogr anis to train teachers improve their, ability to meet the
needs of educators and children...
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Chapter'Five

THE USES OF ESEARCH

Each member of the PGI faculty was asked to comment on' appli-
cations of research findings to practice in child care and educa-
tion as -Well as on the use of research to evaluate and justify
practice, programs, and policy related to.young childreb. The
faculty's responses are organized around three general topics,
which are the foci of this chapter; the nature of the relation-
ship between research and practice (and between researcher and
practitioner), illustrated by examples of important contributions
of social science research to educational and child health care
practice; tht. contemporary importance , of evaluation

research --that research which attempts ,to evaluate the

effectiveness of practice and programs; the contributions of

research to public policy,- including laws and guidelines that
affect the lives of young children. The many difficulties in

interpreting and applying empirical findings and the challenge to
do research which is faithful to the Complexity of human

development were also discussed extensively; these topics form
the basis of Chapter. 6.

THE APPLICATION OF-RESEARCH

40 In the fields of early childhood educatiOn and development,
research is put to several uses, most often to inform or generate
new practice and to evaluate new and already existing practices.
Basic research in child development 'has provided ages

appropriate goals and expectations for c4rgen in preschool

programs; behavior modification research has yielded many widely
used language development programs and behavioral "intervention
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strategies; research on the effectiveness of various early

childhood education models has been used to justify the funding
of early intervention programs.

Researcher and Practitioner

In , the interviews, Donald Stedman and Joseph Stevens

suggested that practice should inform research, as well as vice'

versa. In Stedman's words,

We do many things intuitively that don't have a good

research base. This doesn't mean they're wrong. In-

fact, many things done intuitively are excellent activi-
ties from which to ferret out good research questions.
More of our research questions should come from service
activity than they do now.

Stevens echoed Stedman's point that more research questions

should be derived from.the experience of practitioners:

Not only can teachers and parents be made partners in
research efforts directed at answering the ,researchers'

theoretic411 questions, but hopefully researchers will

more and more be seeking the practitioners' judgmeliit as

to whether or not the right questions are being taised

and researched.

This dual emphasis on using research to evaluate practice and
on using. practice as a source of research questions suggests a

need for interchange between researcher and practitioner. Such

interchange differs from the more traditional model in which the
practitioners apply whatever they can get from the researcher's
laboratory that relates to their needs. In effect, Stedman and

Stevens suggested a cycle which looks like this:

(answers, irApplemen- results of

(questions) strategies) tation _evaluation,

practice > research > practice > research

This reciprocal relationship between researcher and practitioner

has important implications for the generation of empirical

knowledge that is relevant to practical questions. This approach

also supports "ecologically valid" research (discussed in Chapter

6) that could illuminate developmental And educational theory.
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Empirical Sources Of Current Educational Practice

Our interviewees discussed a broad range of research applica-
tions in the field of 'educational practice. Donald Stedman
suggested that virtually every educational practice could be

traced back to some research acttVity. He said kat 'the origins
of most of whit is being done todey in early childhood education
programs could be tracedto three empirical wellsprings -- B. F.
Skinner's research on learning and the modification of behavior,
research on social learning, and research in the area of educa-
tional technology:

Skinner's observation that systematic manipulation of
the enjironmenti leads to changes in behavior has been
proven particu arly_ adaptable with extreme cases of
behavior disorder. We see it operative, too, in more
subtle instances, in certain reading programs or in

modes of scheduling reinforcement used.by teachers who
may not be aware that they are engaging in fixed or
variable ratio reinforcement. In the domain of social
leirning, role modeling and providing examples empha-
sizijaalanguage and social competence are "softer
apaches in the sense that a broad range'of skills are
fostered, including attitudinal development. (The educa-
tional technology approach includes the kit developers
and the behavioral objective setters and-the proponents
of automated -learning. I worry about this approach
because it generally leaves teachers trained predomi-
nantly in that mode at sea when they encounter a unique
situation. They don't seem to have the flexibility or
adaptability that is called for in most classroom
settings.

Multidisciplinary Research And Educational Practice

While Stedman focused on the contributions of psychological
research to early education, Maynard Reynolds described how
research in a variety of areas (not just child development or
early childhood education) could profitably be applied to the
developMent of optimal physical, social, and personal, environ-
ments for learning:
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One of the problems is just to think-about.matters suf-
ficiently so that you can specify what kinds of research
or what domains of research would be4relevint. One of

the things I've tried to do, for example, is to -imagine
what mainstreaming or the principle of "least restric-

tive alternative" might inVblve. For example, it

obviously involves some architecture, research in archi-
tecture that relates to acoustical management, manage-
ment of elevation changes so that people who have

trouble hearing can hear and people that have trouble
moving can move.

.
, .....

Research relating to social structures is also

important. That is, children need to have experience in
dealing with diversity, in working in groups in which
the members are different, where they make different

/ contributions, where those differences are valued and

understood. Relevant', r arch would show how we can
achie4 social §truc es in which diversity is a plus

rather than a probl . Teaching in ways that take into
account differences in rate of learning and in behavior
is also very important. - -

.Sometimes it,seem's to me that people think about
researehtoo ,simplistically. They think that the only
research that is relevant relates just to attributes of
childreri or something of that sort. Or they think that
research is simply a matter of running big horse races

between special classes and regular classes or

mainstream and non-mainstream. I'm suggesting that we

peed to address questions like: What does architecture
have to contribute to the creation of environments that
will accommodate diversity? How can sociology help us
deal with diversity in a constructive way? What do we
know about creating learning' settings that permit

varieties of activities at any one time?. What do we
4 know about better management of teaching-learning

situations that would reduce 'disorder (and thus the

likelihood of disturbing behaviors) and increase the

likelihood. of attention to important learning tasks?

What do we know about accommodation to differences in

rate of learning? What do we kpow about givile children

more responsibility for their\ environment and seeing

-
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them gradually take more responsibility? Those, I

think, are some of the things that we need to begin to
consider fn research. We need to summarize that

research, and we.need to do it.We need to disseminate
it, and we need to use it.

The Importance Of Accurate Description -- Some Examples

Robert Granger, Rosalyn Rubin, and Frances Horowitz discussed
one of the basic functions of research -- to describe accurately
the activity of the child /group /system under observation. This
description serves as the foundation for applic4ion and

intervention. Granger, who has been involved in researching how
teachers respond to "nonstandard" children and how children them-
selves experience school,. indicated that careful research is

needed simply to discover what happens in the classroom
situation. He suggested that careful observation, guided by

relevant theories pf social and cognitive development, will yield
better maps of the classroom territory and better descriptions of
what occurs in classrooms in terms of child experience as well as
in terms of child behavior:

The better we begin to understand how teachers respond
to "nonstandard" children in their classrooms, the

better we're going'to be able to understand why we get
such radically different performances from those

children in the school context. Once we can describe
more accurately what's occurring, we'll be able to

understand better how we. might intervene into that

system. Research that is moving towards a "cognitive
conception" of what's happening, rattier than simply a
behavioral conception of what's happening will lead us

to a greater depth of understanding, which will then

lead usIto a better feeTing for how to intervene.

The quest for accurate descriptions of "what's happening" may
seem elementally, but in many ways this is a-most profound level
of knowledge. Horowitz and Rubin related cases in which research
shed new light on what In fact does happen in family and school
systems, thereby dramatically changing popular and professional
understanding _of, problems and clearing the way for profound

changes in attitude. Horowitz offered the example of recent
research that takes the blame for-some problem children off the
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mother and that in HordwItz's -words, could "lead to more

realistic attitudes toward parenting":

A recent monograph by Jerry Patterson, entitled

"Mothers: The Unacknowledged'Victims," describes some
very difficult children whose mothers are'subjected to

J, enormous amounts of adverse stimulation. Someone

observing the interactions of these mothers and children
might easily say that these are not good mothers, not
recognizing that the mothers' behaviors have been shaped
by their children's aversive stimulation. If such a

pattern is to be changed, t re must be more positive

reinforcement of the mothers.

The implications of this research in terms of our
attitudes about who is ,'to blame are very importantck
especially for the helping professional. The problem

not that the mother's behavior, is inappropriate for that
child; the problem is that a system has been established
which almost never reinforces the mother. The mother is

under the aversive control of her child. The only why
to change that mother's behavior is to changehe aver
sive interaction pattern that has developed between the

child and the mother. This research has enabled us to
change' the focus of the definition of the problem as
much as enabling us to change specifically what people
do.

Rubin pointed out that her research findings are forcing

reevaluatio-n of the nature and causes of school behavior.

problems. As mentioned in Chapter 1, she found that an extraor-

dinarily high percentage of children are labeled behavior

probleths by at least one of their teachers in the elementary

years. This finding has confirmed the hunches of many parents
and educators that our expectations for young children are often

inappropriate: '

People who havecommented especially edu ators 7-have

expressed a lack of surprise by the:findiri67, as if they
had had a feeling all along that bur,demands on children
were excessive, as were our expeqtatiOns for conformity.

These findings are empirical data now Available to

substantiate what people have felt. Many parents, in
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talking swath the teachers about their childrp '

behavior problems, have been concerned about the

rigidity of the classroom setting, but have felt tha it

was their problem or their child's' problem because
obviously if everybody else did okay, something must be
the matter with them. And.the,expression has been one
of relief -- that at least I'm absolved and my
child is absolved from the blame of having a teacher
think that s/he- is the problem.

I think most pedple understand, quite well that

there is a difference between a child who is called a
problem once during his school experience and a child
who is consistently identified as 'a problem by everyone

o in the school. If everyone who has contact with the
child notes a problem then there is probably something
happening that needs attention. But parents, who had
not. previously understood this, now felt relieved that
they didn't need to run.off to see a psychiatrist, which
some parents did, just because one teacher in some

middle elementary grade said their son was having beha-
vior problems and recommended that they getf-seecial
help.

Once again, this research has been influential in forcing a
shift inour focus on behavior problems in,school from individual
children to School environments and on the expectationS for beha-
vior in these environments.

EVALUATION RESEARCH.

One type of research that is becoming increasingly common 4ii\\
the field of early childhood education is evaluation research.
Evaluatton research can be used for several purposes, e.g., to

determine whether a program is in fact being\ implemented as

planned or -whether a program meets its goals. The results of
jprogram evaluation research are often used to Ostifx them4on--.

tinuation or discontinuation of educational programs.
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The Importance of Evaluation .

Samuel Meisels made a plea for evaluation research activity
to monitor the effectiveness of early education and intervention

programs:

Too often in the'United States we've had descriptions 04-
programs-that ,are not applicable and are not understand-
able to other people, that just describe a successful
prograM and don't tell how-to do it or don't .-.have

appropriate evaluation measures. 'I worry about this

. because of the potential backlash when replications of
these programs are not as successful as the griginal

.models. Implementation of intervention programs or any

education program -without appropriate e4eluation is a

very grave problem.

Oonald'Stedman also discuSsed the importance-of evaluating
the effectiveness of our current educational practices in order

o make sure that classroom time is well spent:
'.

7

. I worry opcasionally that we've outrun our technolog,, in

terms of providing competence in basic skills '-and

-general knowledge to prescholpers, both in terms of

instruction fo. parents and direct instruction to

children. We run the risk of wasting our.time or the
child's time, -.or in some small number of instances, of

modifying the Child's-behaviOr inappropriately by using
a technology that we don't have well tested out.

,

It doesn't matter as much as being sure that a drug

.
is well tested before you ptit it -on, the market. We've

taken this whole thing too seriously if we think educa-

°-.tional strategies have that degree of impact or

importance. On the other hand, in terms of the amount

of effort we're spending, and-the amount Of the childi's

time wa're occupyidg, we ought to be sure that what

We're.doing is es productive as possible.

Joseph Steven& was enthusiastic -pboutsattempting tb evaluate ,

the more 4ar-reaching or "spin 'off" effects of intervention:

programs. He suggested that if we could identify and measure -11,
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these indirect yet important effects, we would be in a better
position to implement maximally effective and efficient phograms:

Something that, intrigues me is looking at the spin-offs
of intervention, that is, looking at an educational
intervention program not' just in terms of its targeted
outcomes, but in terms of the program's second order or
unintended effects. The Kirshner report, en the effects
of Head Start on community institutions. concluded that
Head Start not only impacted kids but may have had an
impact on the quality and quantity of services provided
to low-income families by social service agencies id

particular community es. Maybe what is needed is a look
at the relationshipjbetween the program'and the ecologi-
cal system in which it is piked, and at howthe program
impacts not only the intended clients like the parents
and the children, but also' how that program affects
parents and the behavior 'of Children who are not
involved in programs but are connected in 'some way to
the participants in the program.

Perhaps we need to think more carefully about
"diffusion of treatment" effects, and can measure
diffusion, maybe we can plan more effectWe intervention
projects so that we maximize the po?sibilities of

diffusion. For example, 77Wielected parents for par-
ticipation in a parent education program who had strong
family ties or strong friendship ties with other people
in the community, and we trained those people -in beha-
vior modifjcation, techniques or effective teaching
techniques, are these people likely to transmit those
kinds of skills to their friends, to-their sisters and
brothers? To what extent does that kind of thing occur?

Evaluation Research And Practice: The Example Of Mainstreaming?"

Meisels cite preschool mainstreaming .as an area' in which'
research is not being applied by, practitioners. .1 The .research
data curnent5"--available on structging social interaction bet,,
ween handicapped and nonhandicappa ,children is not being.used,
he suggested, because it is,too,narrowly conceived:-
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The research that exists is not being used by many
practitioners. I ...think .that the preschool

mainstreaming-related research is very limited because
it implements,a single instructional model or paradigm.
Much of this research represents fascinating studies of
social interactions, but these data are "Often not

appropriate for a Head Start program; and you can't sell
it to the parents. Much of the behavioral research has
yielded results which . can't' be implemented on a broad

basis. That's not at all useful.

Meisels went .on to suggest the kind of research Which would
wove useful to practitioners, namely, research focusing on spe-
cific evaluation questions.:

What we.need to dois to generate research evidence of a
different type, research evidence. that tells us about

what happens when handicapped and nonhandicapped

children share the same class'room with teachers who are
engaged in some .form of 'intervention. , If there is one

thing that all resedrch has told us, it is that putting . -

all children into any single intervention prpgram, isn't
-going to do anybody any good./ We need to find out about
the spectrUm of activities that a teacher can engagein,',.
ranging from latssez=faire to more, highly Structured

4 approaches, and the effects-that these activities pro-
. duce on each of thelchildren in the classroom.

t
AS mainstreaming is implemented, people will

expect that it's going to workfor.4ildren in certain
'ways: it't ,going to wdrk for handicapped kids; it's

going to work for nonhandicapped kids;-.-it's going. to

wor.K for society. Although mainstreaming may work for
sonje of the populations, it probably won't work for all

of them. This underscores the importance :of having a.

system which is set up for evaluating the outcomes so
that you can say, "Well, it's hot helpful for.this kind
of child or this particular child in this-situation." We
need to look at I.h..xv it may or may not belielpful. In

other words, if there are no specific evaluation

questions being asked, then people will tend, to grab on
to the biggest thing and the biggest thing is the
program itself(e.g., mainstreaming].

", ;
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Methodological Difficulties'

Despite the general enthusiasm for evaluation research, the
view was widely expressed that evaluating educational qutcomes is
diffidult, in part because many important "effects" of early
childhood education are "not countable" -- are not easily quanti-
fiable for research purposes. For example, the early evaluations
of Head Start were roundly criticized for,focu-sing narrowly on
childrens' gains in IQ scores rather than on the broad range of
(more difficult to measure) effects which pro-grams may-have oq
families, teachers and communities, as well as on children., Some
faculty argued that evaluation research which is bound by "tiie
countable" will not accurately reflect or assess the effective-
ness of educational efforts. Meisels cited open education as
being particularly resistant to traditional models or evaluation
which rely on the measurement of quantifiable and predictable
goals:

Progr evaluation has traditionally adopted the
model of esting children before and after the program
is implemented; you know there's been change related tril
the progr m if they tested better after than they did
before V a "no program" control group does not simi-
larly improve.].

This model is utterly impossible to use once you
than e the rules of the game, as I'm suggesting that we
sho d, to accommodate something which is transactional,
interactive, developmental. You can't use traditional
evaluation models betause these kinds of programs are
transactional programs and are by definition largely
unpredictable as far as what the end product is going to
be. We have to develop a -whole new technology of
program evaluation if' we want to ar/Oer the questions
that are. really important.

,

Open educ ation failed for at least two reasons; one
is a lack of technical /advisory support service .(which'
is what is currently happening to mainstreaming). The

' other reason is that it is not "countable." No one knew
how to evaluate open education; we still don't know.how
to evaluate ft. In our program at Tufts we finally
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''found an evaluation design which was appropriate to the
program but it was so incredibly sophisticated and cum-
bersome that I don't know if aRybody could implement it
without extensive funding.

Mary Lane described some of the effects of the Nurseries' in
Cross-Cutturai Education RroSect (a demonstration project serving'
low income femilies) which she directed inc.San Francisco. Some

of the effects were to broad and in some ways subtle (attitudinal
change) that they would,have been a challenge to "measure":

We did not begie with a.ready-made program. We listened

to the parents, aQd we gradually moved in, doing the
things they felt needed to be done. We worked out a
home task program which meant going into the homes every (

week bringing ,something to them. We had discussion
groups and pot lucks and rap groups. ,We just lived
together, and'a great many associations came out of it.
Our staff said over and over again.that the Nurseries in
Cross-Cultural Education experience was'the most vital
thing that had ever happened to them. It was vital
because they gave everything that they had to it.

Our program was demonstration project, and we did

not have specific evaluation questions.to answer and we
djd.not have a control group, so we can't say very much
definitely except that we felt tremendously good about
its results. When the project was over, the par-

ticipants did not want to drtip it. They formed a non-, .

profit corporatiori called the Cose=Cultural Family

Center which has been in operation ever since. It

operates a nursery school, two or three day care
cbriters, and employs, as'staff, many of the parents who
earlier were on welfare now holding mitions either as
teachers'; teachers' aides, community workers, or program
directors with the/local YWCA.

Other communities could. work from such a base,

applying a family-center model. Its success depends on

having' individuals who are committed enough to the idea
to give themselves to that effort for a few years. :

Undoubtedly, this prOject had a number of positive effects on

children and adults. Yet,)( has not been replicated, perhaps



, because there was no formal evaluation. Increasingly, formal

evaluation data are being required in order to get funding to
replicate or to continue successful programs. Policy makers are
relutant to rely on the kinds of qualitative data that are typi-
cally reported by demonsteation projects.

Our interviewees agreed on the importince of evaluation

research, but also that researchers don't yet have methodologies
that are capable of evaluating the important' effects of early
education programs. Thus, something has to give. Stedman argued
that the methodology available for evaluating the effectiveness
of in-service teacher education, as well as early education, is
inadequate, and that researchers should be up front about this:__

I am concerned about the way we are managing programs.or
the way welare able (or unable) to account for why we're
persisting in certain kinds of things. Some-of that is
a function of not having adequate technology to evaluate
them. We're simply unable to evaluate the effectiveness
of the various modes of technical assistance or in-

service education because we don't have the' measures or
methodology. We ought to quit trying to bootleg it and

etell people we don't lave the methodology and quit

throwina-out all kinds of hyperbole as to why we're
4 dping well. Head Start is a good example; anybody who

knows anything, about Head Start programs knows that they
have health and benefits to the kids involved. But

'there is.difficulty explaining why they don't have dra-
matic IQ increases. We must be clear about what should
4e used as a measure of effectiveness!

RESEARCH AND POLICY

Research in early child development and educatjoft is often
used to support 'policy decisions and sometimes leads to

legislation. Horowitz diAussed the nature of rgsearch that

influences public policy and the less "empirical" 'factors that
shape policy and practice.

LawsPolicies, And Practices

If research is to be the basis for law, the results must be
very clearcut regarding questions of great importance. Hoiowitz

--
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cited what she considered to be the best example of research
leading to public law\ the research on the detection and treat-
ment orphenylketonurla (PKU -- a genetic defect resulting in the
lack of an enzyme needed to digest phenylalanine, an amino acid
in proteins):

We were faced with a condition which led to mental
ti-etardation, but through research an effective screening

test was developed tO identify it, and a special diet

developed that could prevent its dire consequences.

This led to a law saying that all babies must be

screened for PKU. Nobody is upset with the law because

the effects of PKU are so devastating if it is not

caught, and therefore to prick every baby's 'heels and
take a blood sample is not a very controversial policy.

Horowitz pointed out that there, are very few other things
about which the research results are so clear and powerful that
they serve as the basis for legislation. However, research data

Can also lead to changes in educational, medtcal, and social

pplicy. Horowitz indicated, too, that many policies (she offered
hospital birthing and postnatal practices as'examples) are based

on a combination of dogma, the influential arguments pf pro-
fessionals with powerful personalities, and researcH data which
.are.Howhere near as conclusive as the data on PKU. The example

cited below also illustrates how°research from other disciplines
(in this case, anthropojogy) can illuminate the problems related
to the. education and care of young children:.

Giving birth to a baby in a hospital is not mandatory,

yet 99% of the babies are born in hospitals largely
because the data say that the 'probability, of. serious
complications goes down when emergency equipmenl is

nearby. One of the consequences of having babies in

hospitals was that'for the convenience of the hospital,
practices of regulating the care of the newborn evolved
which included rigid feeding schedules for the baby and
keeping the fathIvout of the hospital in the name of

hygenic conditib s.

Now people are saying that including, fathers in the
delivery room may have some psychological advantages; we
can teach a. father -to scrub hi6 hands the way we can
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teach anybody else to scrub, so let him in. the delivery
room. The interesting thing is that we have no data to
support the advantage of the father's being in or out of
the delivery room. I 'am concerned when I see young
couples and sense that the father would rather not be in '

the delivery room, because I know that if he were to say
that the whole world would come down on him for not sup-
porting his wife.

This may come as a surprise, but Betsy Latsoff, an
anthropologist and pediatrician, studied-the natural
birthing practices of so-called primitive peoples, and
the one thing that was universal wa's not the use of ?-

drugsor the absence of drugs, or holding the baby close
or not holding the baby. The only universal thing was
the absence of men. In primitive cultures birthing is a
woman's process -- the attendants are women and there
are no men present. It seems that often when we change
our_ prOctices the dogmatism we overthrow is just
replaced by another doggiatism. I sometimes want to say
to a young-guy, "You don't have to go in that delivery
room if you don't want to.' But, particularly on a
college campus, the, whole system is pushing'him into
that delivery room.

A similar situation exists regarding early contact.
The data that we've seen have shown .some beneficial
effects from mothers having access.to their babies early
in the first few days of life. Nobody says that this is
harmful, although one could be a little skeptical about
how beneficial it is. The result has seen, Ip{never,
that on a very min data base, and because df the
strong personalities

imal

ortie people who presented the
evidence, the entire set of post-delivery practices in
hospitals has been changed. Having your baby in the
room is not. only available now but in some hospitals is
practically mandatory. The mother who doesn't want her
baby in the room is looked upon as being' a rejecting
mother.? and thus a whole set of values is being imposed
by thatisystem. The data base on which hospital prac-
tices were changed is not the kind that you'd,basq a law
on. It's not piv kind of evidence. Very often peactice
gets changed not because a la is made about it, but
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because of the personalities of the people who advocate

. it

Infancy Research: An Example

Ricciuti and Horowitz identified research on development in

the first few weeks of life as having implications for practice

and Wicy. Ricciuti suggested the implications of "at risk"

research for interdisciplinary practice with newborns:

Low birth - weight is typically defined as under five and

a half pounds, The average birth - weight is 74 pounds. ,,

If a baby weighs five pounds, statistically there is a/

slightly greater rtsk of less than optimal devellOm nt.

As you go down theWeight scale,Jhe risk of ment or

neurological difficulty increases. The risk of ater

difficulty for the low birth - weight or premature baby is

even greater if the baby is also reared in an environ-

Arent that is not supportive of development. - A low

birth-weight baby`. who also is growing up under -con-

ditionsIpf social and economic stress or adversity is at
greater 'risk than if that same baby is reared under more

favorable.conditions. What this suggests is that the
psychologist, pediatrician, and social worker ought to
work together after the low birth-weight baby leaves the

hospital to help create conditions of, care that are more

supportive of the child's development.

One area in which research- will have implications
f9r practice is the care of the very sick and premature

infant. It is particularly important to study the kinds

of environments that can be provided for these infants

and their implications for developmental, outcome. There

have been lots of generalizations made about stimulus

deprivation. An intensive care unit is not quite stimu-

lus deprived. In fact, it may be overstimulating.
However, there may also be a lack of contingencies -- of

consistent, reliable consequences to baby's

behavior -- in that environment; or, there may be insuf-

ficient variation so that the baby "habituates" to the

environment, and learning ip consequently diminished.
All of these factors may cotpplicate the problems df a

sick infant in terms of -developmentaI,outcomes. New
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research may tell us what these environments really are

lir
like for these babies and may ult.. ately have a very
direct impact'on intervention these environments.
Perhaps we will lellm how best to intervene so that if
the child has physical problems, the environmental
problems do not complicate them.

Horowitz also pointed to language acquisition in the first
year of life as an area in which practice (assessment,
intervention) is demanding knowledge from research:

Another area of future development is languege acquisi-
tion.in the first year of life. -Records may help vs to
understand what infants learn about language and their
environment and thus enable us to better evaluate early
lahguage development. Currently, by the time we find
kids who are delayed in language our intervention has to
be remedial rather than preventive. We have no good
preventive techniques'ih language acquisition, and, we're
not ming to have them until we understand more about,
what 4bes on before the time at which we Usually measure *
productive language. There's a lot to be learned about
receptive language acquisition-in the first year. ,

irr w-As, Horowitz, Ricciuti, and others in this chapter have

suggdsted, practice and policy have been-and will continue to be
impacted by research in the spcial sciences. The Alture contri-
butions of research may be even greater, in fact, as methodologi-
cal problems like those facing evaluation researchers are

resolved. However, there are certain difficulties inherent in
the process of translating research into prattice. These dif-
ficulties and tNg future directions of research related to young

_chil&en are discussed ip the next Chapter.

.4
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Chapter Six

- RESEARCH APPLICATIONS: CAUTIONS & CHALLENGES

The PGI faculty discussed not only ways in which research can
be applied but also the challenges inherent in applying,empirical
findings to practice and the caution necessary in' using research
to justify particular programs or policies. These challenges and
cautions are the focus of the first part of this chapter. The
rest of the chapter deals with therchallepge faced'by researchers
to develop an empirical knowledge base.which is faithful to the
complexity of early 'development and which can effectively guide
child care and education practices. Central to the development
of-this knowledge base is a growing awarenessof the complex
"ecology" of Oman development; this awareness,, according trthe
faculty, may be the solution to the challenge. ,

, .

CAUTION 'TRANSLATING. RESEARCH E-_

Difficulties exist at every.stage of the process of applying
research, from the interpretaton of the results of relevant stu-
dies to the training of personnel to carry out the applications.
These latter "practical problems" in the translation process from
lab to field (or from researcher with 10 paid assistants to an
'understaffed day care,programrwere emphasized, as was the great
care necessary\ to interpret research results accurately and

thereby know precisely what it is that'is,being applied.

Practical.Concerns

Steven Asher described his own work as "applied," in that he
focuses on the practical problerof teaching social skills to
school-aged children. Still, at the time of the interview, Asher
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was more interested in finding out what kinds'of social skills
children should be,taught and how they should be taught than in
implementing widely the strategieshe has developed. He did,

however, hint at the implementation problems he would likely face

(see also Horoitz's point regarding the wide variation in the

implementation of emoirically validated preschool programs in

Chapter 7): .

Fen if we were to find that our research had validated

some very effective teaching procedures from which

children benefitted enormously, there would be queltions

about how these prEedures would be disseminate8 and

used by people more broadly. If children are, to be
taught social skills, who should do the teaching -- the

classroom teacher, a. paraprofessional, the school

psychologist, the school social worker? Who is best

_equipped to do these tbinggy Howrwill the teaching pro-

cedures be used? What provisions will be made and what

resources will be neces&arY? How much priority shall we

give thiS' program, in relation to others? Is it More

desirable to wok with individual children qutside of
the classroom or \to have this instruction- gg dn as part

of the curriculum for all? There ane:h number of such*

issues related to- translating from rese4rch results -

which show that if is- possible to train social skills to .

the actual implementation of "these' procedures in' the

classrpom.

With these concerns in mind, Asher emphasizgd that the implemen-

tation process should be carried out cautiously:

It would be premature for our research team to engage in
widespread ,applicaton of our work. 4 We could suggest
that -if one taught,a prescribed set of skills, children
might be helped.' 'HoweVer, the Iffects of any InstrUc-

, tion will vary depending on the tructure and organiza-

t n of the classroom and the age and structure of the

c ildren's peer group, Unless we have some

understanding of the way, in which different skills 1-

interact with different, kinds, of social contexts, we are

going to -have pebple teaching a, lot of stuff that

probably is not harmful but perhaps is inappropriate.

It is likely.that people will get discouraged with the
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-lack of consistent results, and therprogram will become
another,of America's short -lived educational fads. I

personally am happy to see us approach the disseminating
ofour programs slowly.

,

Joseph Stevens, was asked about this problem of accurately and
faithfully implementing empirically validated techniques,
strategies, and programs. His interest in the "diffusion" of
parent edmcati n program effects provoked a question about the
danger of "a ittle bit bf knowledge." In response, Stevens
agreedthst the e may be some real dangers in pqssessing only a
little bit f knowlgdge,,but he argued that there also are some
situations in whiCh a little knowledge can go a long way:

Levenstein, Gordon, Golke, S-andler and others who have
worked with non-professionals, or paraprotessionals in

certain kinds of siCuations*.have found that non-
professionals are really no different when well-trained,
no less, effective ijn transmitting parenting information

i to parents, than professionals..

Interpreting Research With Caution

'Several faculty members pof-nted out that results of research
studies (which are often flawed in dvsign and implementation) are
rArely clear cut, can usually, be interpreted different ways,
and when compared are often ambiguous if not contradittory.
RObert Granger and Rosalyn Rubin discussed the caution, with which
a "user" of research Must interpret findings. Granger focused on
the limitations of a single study, including the liMited'general-
izations that can usually be made from a single study: .

I* know that when I began to 'read research studies,
. didn't understand many of the limitations that define
most' studies. Each study is done_ in a particular
setting, 'eath is'dond with particular measures of the'.

constructs or processes of interest (e.g., we don't
really directly measure self-concept,. we measure it

using a particular- kind ;of instrument, for measuring
selfitoncept), The data gathered in Any investigation
is then filtered .through the researchers value system
And his own assumptions about what he-Miould.,be seeing

r\
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and what he thinks about what he is seeing" This typi-
cally is obscured in the discusOon section of a

research report.
-

Yet the view in many people's minds is that

something done in one setting from one point of view and
measured and interpreted in one way is something that
generalizes far beyond this single research situation.
There is clear danger in not recognizing that research
is a value-laden enterprise which is limited in Its

nature, and that we need to have'tremendous consensus
across different settings and different groups and dif-
ferent designs before welcan have really stable results

in which we can have confidence.

The whole question then becom the degree to which

these, results should translate intd practice. One-of

the dangers in translating research into practice is

that the less the research ..KasiLbeen designed to ask
questions that are practical in Aature, the less likely

it is to have direct applicability. Much research (and
for very good reason) has been done more for the purpose
of testing theory than to ask and.answer,very pragmatic

kinds- -of_ questions. And so items like taking a set of

that were developed for one purpose. and

applying them to other purposes. r think we'll, get

farther if. we think of applying the findings of eva-
luatiop researcD policy study -- the pragmatic sorts of
research -- to practice than we will if we el to apply

theo-esultsof research that's, been done to test and

build theories.

.Rubin's target was the problem that practitioners face in

trying to use findings from.researCh in which groups are studied

(e.g., one group receives a particul and a second

group receives another or none at el) in making decisions about

appropriate proghmming for.individual c ildren:

I think of the kind of studies
contrast two sets of textbooks
usingtextbook.A performed be..te

book series B, and then would

h; which people would
find that students

han those using text-
cide that every body

should use textbook A. Even-though the average dif-

.1
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ference may be in favor of A, there may he a.number 9f
individual -stUdents who did better on R. Al-Sb, you
can't necessarily generalize from -one particular school
or school district to another. Whenever, figdings of

that sort are published there is a danger that somebody
who wants to sell textbooks- will say that A is

better --that all kids should have A.

The same is true about comparisons of Open schools
and traditional schools. Research results which suggest
that a number-of children perform better fir a certain',

kind of school such as open school are often cited by
advocates of open schoolS and' misinterpreted to mean

that all children should be in a open school setting,
that that's ideal for'everyone.

4 believe that there are vast individual differences, and

that we would never find any one system that. would be optimal for
all children, whether ,it's the textbook that's used,. or the age
at Which you introduce a certain curriculum.

The Temptation to Overstate the Case

Henry Ricciuti and Frances Horowitz shared a concern that,
given political and fihancial pressures, advocates of a program
or policy often represent research results as being clear cut
when they are not and as being more bro'adly generalizable than

.prudence would dictate. '(See Chapter 7 f9r related discussion
regarding justification of continued suO'port for early inter-

vention programs.) Ricciuti stated the basic prdblem and'went on
to cite an area of his own research as an example where tlie poli-
tical and financial :dangers of, "overstating the case" were in
play:

I

It very important' to build,apprppriate bridges bet:-
, ween the empiricAl knowledge'. of :brevelopment and the

design of prograN and Valicies affecting young

children. We' hay* a tendency to-overinterpret or to .

overstateour findings in'terms of their' generalizabi-
lityand,the confidence that we have in their validity.
We do that because we're concerned that if we keep
talking' about how ambiguous the findings., are, we will
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weaken the likelihood of getting useful programs under
way.

,

For example, potsible overestimation of the direct
effects-of malnutrition on 'intellectual development led
people in the lite '60s and '70s to argue strongly for
better nutritional programs.' Howev'er, subtequent
research has led us to conclude that it is `difficult to
estimate the independent role of 'malnutrition on

intellectual' development because usually where you have-
malnutrition, you also have unfavorable school environ-
ments and unfavorable, socio- economic circumstances.

7 N.'

In the early '70s a niimber of very large scale
nutritional supplementation studies were: undertaken;
particularly in Latin- America, with heavy American
financial support. The aim was to determine whether
providing nutritional supplementation to children would
enhance their intellectual, development. I think that
the general results of these studies were not very sup -
portive of the point of view that supplementation has ..
such an effect. And when you think about it, we should
not expect that simply providing somewhat better nutri-
tional status for children without at the same time
improving otter aspects of their environment would have

that much of an effect.
*.

So, Currently researchers are reassessing the role
of' malnutrition VI intellectual development, giving

greater recognitiod l the importance of the interrela-
tionships between nutritional factors and other aspects
of child care and home,circumstances. . This entire,set IL_

of factors t now viewed as requirin_g_someremedtattoff--- .

rather than focusing on nutriton.elone. One of the
reasons: that.people haVe. found it/difficult ta-accept
such negative findings about the effects of malnutrition
on iptelligence is that they feel such findings would
weaken their case for good nutrition programs in

Congress. ButI would argue that overstating one's case
m&y do just as much harm-to.those programs in the, ong

run.
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Horowitz offered 'another example of the danger involved in
overstating the case -- in presenting findings as more valid,
clear cut, and wide reaching than they really are:

Sometimes the need for doing something to help people is
( so great that people grab onto restVch results atid

apply them in a wey\that reflects ignorance about devel-
opment as a whole. An example related to social attach-
ment and bonding involves a hospital in New York with a
ward of.poor black,babies whose single parents are going
back into ghetto situations. The hospital' personnel
said to an individual visiting the hospital; We allow

social bonding. We allow the mother& to have immediate
access to their babits,.and,-of course, since we do that
these babies are going to be' all right." It is naive

aild simplistic to tonclude that if you permit early

social contact all of the other problems that these,.

families have will magically disappear and that these.
children are notgoing to remain at risk. :

BecaUse'we are so desperate for solutions, we tend
to oven-apply some, kinds of ddta.:1n. practical

sit4tions. 'p', fine ihat,r4heh 'talk kublttjy, about,f
intervention programs 4qual/fy everything 30,000 times

until 'Can't even identifAthepeginning .of ;the ,sen-
.tente:because. Wicpncerned .that _pme ,newspaPer4 '

'reporter will recount rloMethirlIg that is-avisinteTpreta, ' '

tion.oflqhe data.- pn one band, really want to, Say
resePch- ideas are.aliplidabld, but on the ,tither

Aand,,wQ want'6,be vAry careful, that people aon't pply
have enoughdata to backthem

A
up.. q,

0111

In light of these concerns, Ricciutf-advised that researchers
must be careful to clarify (tnti, perhaps separate) their ?.dual'

'roles!
.

As scientists we try to interpret empirical results and
indicdte_tile tonfidencewhrch we'have in ouri, findings.
As social advocates, we have a vested' interest in those
policies and ,programs we believe will improve child care

and_pptiatize development! It is when we mix these roles
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of scientist and social advocate that we sometimes get
into difficulty.

CHALILENGE DEVEI.OPING.AN "ECOLOGICALLY VALID" KNOWLEDGE BASE

Mien asked.ahout future directions in early childhood devel-
opment ',and education, sekral: of, our interviewees chose to

address the future directions of developmental and educational

research activity. They tdlked about,the kind of'knowledge which
is needed in these domains and how it .may be generated. For

these -researchets, the major concern for the future was the

development of an appropriate knowledge base to serve as a foun-

dation fpr the guidance of, early development, care; and

education. ,

The most frequently cited new direction in the develodment of
this knowledge base is the study of the functions of the ldrger
contexts in which children develop., Research from an "ecological
perspective". was advocated as the way to begin, to understand- the

chilli's developing inte'ractiods with and accommodations to ,

his/her environment. The ecological,perkpective suggests that

children develop within several "_systems," each one embedded

a larger system. For example, the ch'ild'evelops as a
physical system, within a parents) /child system, w4thq;ra,fam1ly
and extended familysystem-, within a neighborhood 1S/stem, within
a social system ofwork, chd Care, etc.. All of these systems

influence and are influenced by each other. Research tVatsfocus- -

es only on the indiVidual child as s/he responds in a research
laboratory "('a.s was typical of research dh child develdpment for .

sane 'ears) or Only on the_ mother/child dyad can in no "way- do

justice'to the attempt to Uderstand development in its various
contexts. It has been-said teat much of this research lacks eca-

-o§ical validity. Tire key=words here are "ecology," "system,"

"context," "network," .flinterrelationship;" each one refers in

some way to the reality that indiVidual life is not lived in a .

vacuum but is a vital part of the :larger fabric of 'life. The

study of this "fabric" is the future direction of the research
"propoSed by the PGI faculty.

Research on Huoan Subjects -- 'An Aside

Before discussing the development of an ecologically-oriented
knowledge base, we should consider an issue which Steven Asher

100
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in8i.cated was critical for an understanding of future, research
directions: the impact of ruls regulating research on_ human
subjects. Any proposed research with human beings must be

approved qy the "Human Subjects" (committeeof the researcher's
college or university. For most research on children, parental
permission must be gained for each child involved. Asher
suggested that one of the effects, of these regulations is that
researchers might be choosing not .N1 study issues that could be
controversial.. He indicated that in his view children would be
tbe-eventual losers from this kind of policy:

The human subjects ,regulations have 'made us a lot more
:Careful in making sure that we do indeed have consent at
every step of the way fOr what we're doing, and that's
very good. However I think people have become unne-
cessarily cautTbus' in some cases bout what kinds of
research they do. 'In some cases people are :doing safe

' 'things, things that are/low- risk, an terms of possibly
getting anybody upset, but which may not be necessarily
the most significant kinds of research to be doing.

.
A related` problem is that schools are often reluc-

tant to go .about things'if tilby1re-g6ing to, cause any
kind of controversy. Even if one parent calls /and
complains or raises -questions,,it's quite possible. 'that

. the principal is going to back off, saying,- 1:Let's see
. if we can work around that,or.modify our procedures to
satisfy that parent." It's interesting that one parent
can'have that kind of impact. I think such complaints
are bolstered nowadays given the changes in policies

regarding human subjects. It's much more likely that
we're going to. take those parents serfousTy.--16some
cases the ways in which we accommodate,to one opposing
voice is a bit goofy.

A Focus On S,ntems And Environment

Despite these limitations, faculty were generally optimistic
about future research. Henry Ricciati1summarpeethe "ecological
direction" of current research in describing the study ppf how the
family functions as a system and how the family int acts with
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the larger systems that comprise its environment. He also empha-

sized the importance of this kind of knowledge as a bas.is for

intervention:

There is increasing concern about the way the family

functions -as a system, getting away from just

parer. /child interaction. We're looking more systemati-

cally at the way in which 'the family relates to the

larger social enyjronment-- the neighborhood, the

school, and the social and politiCal ideology .Qf.'the.,

larger social ecolbgy.". *My 'colleague' Urie

Bronfenbrenner, has talked, very forcefull ahbut the
need todo this, and we can see this beginning to happen

in a lot of places:
.
.

*.
-°

People are looking at the way in which available

,support systems in the environment. facilitate- the

ramily's capacity to deal prOduCtively with children.

Mavis Hetherington's recent study of the impact of ,

divorce, on children makes it'very clear thatoone of the

most importantvfactors hick determines h'ow the'mother

and child cope with the i ediate stress is the attitude

of the'father. If 'he's p sent as a supporting figure

and doesn't' contribute to conflict between child and

mother, things go a lot better. Or,,if there are' other

informal supports available to the mothet and child

r --(hiring the period of time, this makes a big difference.
/

So the availability 'of both informal and formal support

systems -totsirig.le. parents, to employed parents, and to

adolescentiopeents are being looked at very carefully,

and I think we will learn some veryimportant things

about how best to help create and sustain environments'

that are developmentally-supportive: , -:- __ _________

A difficult challenge
"
to researeeers conducting "ecological'.

investigations is to describe adequately the environments in

which- children develbp..TITEEiuti discussed this challenge and

the importance,'- again, of accurate descriptions fo'r helpful

intervention: i

We're making very serious efforts to understand the spe-
cific features of early developmental envirqnment5 which

are either supportive or.not supportive of development.

. ,
Iir)
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Until relatively recently we've tended lit.4think about
etivironments irk very gross tern lfFe.income',1evel,

,
educational level'of the parent, itc.. -We know now that
even awing low income families,(and this.is dramatically
illust'ated in sorpe 'of the Latin American work).there's
teemendous,variabilitin Conditions of living and in
,thetamily's capaCity te) dope with,Wersity. The same
is tbe witkMiddler ineome,familie5. We're beginning to .

'take' very seriously' the importance of characterizing';
more adequately the' most salient features of children
environments. Betye Caldwell:s work was very important
in showi'ng' that you can actually find significant
variations .within- SES groups that relate to later

development: We'll see more of this and well better.
understand what features of the child's- early' experience
are'reany important. This will _help us in terms of'
facilitating the maintenance of 9Ch environments.

Joseph Stevens o4ered an example from hit own experience of
a research question which involves the study of'environments and,
interrelated social networks: .

I think we're going to be more concerned"about looking
at parent educatibn programs and early childhood
programs from an ecological perspective, looking who-
listically at intervention in terms of the way they
impact the environment that lloes not necessarily include

the families. For example; one of the kinds of th'ings-
tfiat.got me involved in looktng at-social networks .(and
the impact that social -networks have on supporting or-
inhibiting child rearing information) was looking' at

programs where parents are fn a group training situation
versus. programs that utilize individual consultation

with parents 1-wondered=mhetherttor nat_gmup programs
are more likely than the individual prpgramt to enable .
support networks to beestablished which sustain the
changis that occur in parent -behavior.

Stevens explained that as educational programs themselves

begin to emphasize the importance of influencing the'systems in
which the Child is embedded, research must keep up by trying to
determine'the effects of programs on these larger systems. In

this sense, the ecological perspective is required not only of
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research on the developing child but of the research that aims to

evaluate the impact and effectiveness of programs.

Robert Granger not only cited the need for new ways to study

the complexity of .the social fabric byt also suggested that_by

definition- this research -must reach atl-oss -professional

disciplines:
O.

4

One of the new directions in the social, sciences willsbe

to try to'develop methodologies with which to understand

the complexity of social interaction. We're 'going to

see do increased attemlft- to try and understand things

from an ecological perspective.

. Another thing that is needed, due to the way

develop their own,narrow blindersabout the

nature of problems, the nature of science, and the

nature of 'inquiry, is much, more encouragement for

across-discipline collaboration. Oe'recurrenty seeing

this in the ,relationships. among anthropologists,

'psychologists, sociologists, and educators. For a

period of time' .we saw it between psychologists and

educators. More recently .psychologists are being

acculturated by anthropologists and vice versa. I hope

in the future that funding agencies and people who are

chartingdirections for inquiry will almost force this

kind of collaboration to occur. A recent call for

research proposals put, out ty the March -of Dimes

,demanded collaborations between physicians and psychblo-

gists for a proposal to be considered. That is the'kind

`of thing I hope, will continue to occur.

-Cultural Context
.

__One-important aspect of the study of environment or context

is, of course, the. study Of'cultdral context.-- Asher and_Horowitz

indicated that progress willCT)E-"1-lein many areas of developmental

research as we begin to understand behavior within its cultural

cOntext(sj. Horowitz Offered ad example from. the study .of

language. dev;lopment:.

Another future direction relating to language will be

./the development of a deeper understanding and appre-
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ciation of language in various cultural, and subcultural.
Contexts. Some people I know have been doing some
research in poor, back homes. If you took'aitranscHpt
of what tHe mother said to her child and asked a group
of middle cl'asS people to evaluate it, the eyaluation
would be very negative. Indeed, the mother says things
like, "Oh, he's a bad 'boy, he's a' real naughty one."
Well,. it turns out th4t those are all 'statements of
endearment. Those are positive statements. For another
example, mothers say, "Oh boy, is he ugly." That,, 'n

some cultures, is a positive statement derived frohi some
kind of superstition about saying too many Words that
have nice meaning because then you attract the devil.
There'are some very interesting aspects of the mind-sets

' that parehts have about their children; and if you don't
understand the culture oyt of which they ,aome, their
statements are easy to misinterpret.

Asher gave another example from the study of the development
of peer relationships:-

The whole question of social and cultural,contexts is
obvibusly becoming more salient to us as we think about
educational programming' for kids of different minority
groups, of different social classes, of different

44 cultures. Moving out of the laboratory 'has been
necessary for developmental psychologists to do, and

it's really, exposed us to diversity-and to the dif-
ficulties,'-in 'generalizing our findihgs to different
groups. Certainly in the, peer relations area, this is
going to be the focus- qf some major questions. How are
peer groups in different cultures organized? Is it the
case that particular social skills, are going to be

important across cultures? -- probably not. How do
A ch'ildren come to', "psych -out" the environments in which

they-liie? -We don't really_know.much_about the_precess
of how they do that -- how they- accommodate themselves
to different. c ural contexts. This is an issue of
social or cu tural sensitivity which will be an

increasing theme or issue for us for quite Some time.
Some of this is encouraged, of course, by policy
questions -- attention to racial integration and the
education of minority kids. .
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Interecting-DOmaihs of Development

Besides recognizing the influences of interacting systems in

a child's environment, the development of our knowledge base
requires a recognition of the interaction between various "areas"

or domains of development,"-Granger and Asher pointed'to the
importance.of understanding how cognition interacts with social
behavior and, more generally, tow,cognitive development relates
to social development: Asher emphasized the'need totstudy the
reciprocal influences between social and pognitive'factors:

People are ,becoming more and more interested in how

cognitive development Apd sociaT development interface:
We oftendivide the world up into tM world of reading
and the world of social skills, Abe world of Cognitive

deKtlopment and of affective development,'etp.. Ohe of

**the exciting things that's happening is that people seem

' to be gett4ng past that notion. People studying cogni-

tive development i-ealite that. social variaplesmotiva-
)
,tional processes, personality variables, .peer

relationships, and teacher- student interaction all

influence children's academic achievement. On the other,,

hand, the people who are doing the social and affective
work are incrgoSingly realizing tfie influence*of:cogni-
tive.processes,in social behavior, be it attributional

processes .or qie ability to cognitively repres6nt

another persons viewpoint.

r I,think this integration of social' and cognitive

,development is ,very important, and I think it dill

become an imporfOne, issue for preschool teachers._ I

think they, maybe even mpre,than we as researchers, have
beeii guilty of thfS,carving the world up into affecti4

domains and cogitive domains, of, thinking of things'in

______thse_terms. Hopefully, we can beginto influence some'

thinkitigliltfri§: area. '-. _1._

1/4

.,
..._

Granger,discussed the challenge of understanding how children '.

\

i

experience_or_ttiink about social_ situations, an understanding'

which obviously cannot be ,gaiited by studying tonly observable .

behavior:- .

O
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see movement from simple empirical models
toward studies:that are mord phenomenological in nature.'
robably.there will be a lot,more work done from what's

led a 'constructivist"- position, which simbl iy is

doing 'research at ,something deeper than the surface

.structure level research that takes into account-the
fact that people think. As silly as that sounds, mgst
of the research that we have done does not entertain,the .
reality that people think about the things thit they're
going to do. .We have attributed less thought. processes
to ourselves than to the animals4that we have studied.
And so I think that the social sciences.wil/ focus more

on the .meaninif that".participants are constructing in

social settings. *Ilan simply on the behavior cat- those
4

`-

Individual Differences

Much of the emphasis in e above discussion is oh the study,

of ehOronmehts in which children = and families develop. However,

the-4focus 0ilf ecological ihvestiAations is properly on the

inter.act'ion of the individual with his/her environment, or on the

.adaptation of the intlividual-to, the environfient, Horowsiti and

Ricciuti.discussed their interest ih 'studying the individual dif-
ferences fn-the ways in which'children and their families adapt
to'their, environments. Horowitz fOoused on the heed for short-
term longitudinal studies (which follow the sameoubjects over a
limited time period) to investigate these individual differences: ,

I see important futuredirections.iri.the,study of indi-

vidual .differences fry trying to get a better descrip-

t"ion of individual differences as they determine

kinds of environment will be most effective for dif7\ fererit kindsof children. The implication,,of this,

however,. is that the direction is goi be toward

much more diftiCult research. It will be ird

torat students to OVA clean dissertation - problem _Out
of,.it bthauSe the measures are going to be covlicated.'

/
I think short-term, longitUdinal studies.are going

to become increasingly nk.essary to see how the func-.
tiont'*woek.out,and where.ftitiMajor transitional cutting

'.+
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points are. I'm talkidg about taking mea5.ues very
early and maybe going througfi the first year or two

years-. I don't 'mean longitudinal studies from birth to
twenty -- I think that's premature at this point,

although there's, something to. be learned from it. ,But I

think looking over longer spans of time thap just one
evaluation and being able to follow a population for at
least a little bit in time -- I think that's one ofithe
.future directions. '

Ricciuti's focus was othe "itdividual differ'ences" between
families that determine the degree of success of their adaptation -1
to their environment:

'. ,.

I am interested in the questions of how to identify the
particular strengths in families, that lead them to be
less vulnerable to terribly sttessful conditions and

als6 the nature of the vulnerabilities of other families
who, can't cope. Answers to thee questions will not -

only give us, added understanding of an important set of,, *

problems, 'but if we wane to reach faMiljes thrdugh

Intervention, and we' qn't reach everybody, then 'tg

ought to be able to identify those families who are at
greatest risk or in ,greatest need. ,

.,.'

.
-.

, .

.We need to halt about ipulnerablelfamilies as well
as the so- called "invulnerablZ children" who dre"being
studied lode*, Ai.yet we don't understand this,- When.I

N
was in a village in Guatemala, for eiample, some 'abies
_were brought in for,us to -look 'at. Ore baby looked fan-

. .

tastic and I said, "Gee, this is an Ainusually great
bpaY. Which familr, does. this baby .come from ?" It

t.
+ turned ,out that the father of this baby was 6,01of the olo.

.

more enterprising people in the town. He raised:toma-
toes, rather than beans because tomato* provided a more

. ,

s lucrative crop. He made special effotte td get Ills wife .. :
to the hospital- to haVe t* baby fn Guatemala City. In

other words, he nd a lot more going, for hith.
4

0 0
4.

.

..
'O..;' )

N

,e'..,
Another man -had the Ohlty TV set in town and ned

extra money, by bringing in people to watch TV' :

. Saturday night. Within that very poor population there ''''

'were some familie,s-/eliat-1,sere*replry 'sinking. it under

3

4" s

`s.
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pretty poor conditions. Others' were simply not making,
it. And 'so r thlhk that this search for information
about what puts a family at great risk. or what -it is -

.that enables one family to Cope better than another is
\

something that.is going to be very helpful.

Whether emphksizing individual differences or aspects of the
environment morelheavily, Horowitz an4 Ricciuti agreed with the
rest of the PGI faculty that the proper focus of ecologically
oriented research is on the fieractions and transactions between
humans and their .various "real life" environments. The
increasing quantity and quality of research with such a focus
suggests that as the ability to interpret and apply research
improves; an 'increasingly useful' base of knowledge will be
available to the practitioner and the policy maker.

Dy
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Cha0er Seven

POLICY ISSUES

The PGi faculty addressed 0 wide variety of issues relating
to federal, state, and local policies, including laws,

regulations, agency requirements, guidelines, and funding deci-
lions that affect ypung.children. Discussions focused on who
sh6uld serve the pres'chooler, policy related to day care for
infants and young children, and justifying continued federil sup*
port of early intervention programs for children who are.handi-
capped or "at risk" for developmental problems. These topics are
considered one-by-one, although they are linked by their relation
to the politics involved in financial and legislative support 9f
services for young-children.

In discussing public policy,most of-the faculty emphasized
thloPpowerful impact that P.L. 947142 (the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act) is having on the lives of young
children.. Because the "least restrictive environment" 'provision
of this jaw was the focus of so much discussiori, it is presented
as a separate chapter ('Mainstreaming'); P.L, 94-142 is thu$
touched on only lightly here, even though it woulciordinarily.be
a key topic in a discussion of current policy in early education.'
Also, as general issues regarding the relations between research
and public policy were considered in chapters 5 and,6, thepact
of research on policy will be considered in thks chapter only it
terms of specific findings and particular policy decisions.

WHO SHOULD SERVE THE PRESCHOOLER?

Interlocking Systems

One aspect of the question "Who should be responsible for
the care and education of the preschool child?" that -the PGI
faculty considered was the role of early childhood education in

- 94
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relatipn to other systems and subsystems that operate in this

country. The arepa of early education borders and, often overlaps

the territory of various systemt that directly serve young

.children and their families, e.g., the med cal."system and the

social welfare system. As part of the e orm educational

,e--system, early childhood education is also in m respects inter-

connected with larger political and economic systems. Robert

Granger and Donald Stedman suggested that. the domain of early

education is as yet poorly mapped and sometimes confliCts with

these other service systems, resilltjng in poorly coordinated care

for the young child and in ineffective advocacy for early

5hildhood education. In this, light, Stedman deplored what he

called an inter-professional struggle over'the "ownership" of the

preschooler:
*

One thing that especially aggravates me ts theotruggle

that you. see at the local level between :health,

education, and social service professionals over who

"owns" the pres'chooler. There are still some kinds 'of

protective points of view on the hart of disciplines,

but it _simply is not true that pediatricians own the
toddler 'population any-More than it's true "that educa-

tors own them. Their parents "own" them., And yet you

see these tug-of-Ars over budgets, liCensing,

supervision, or who's got to be present when you'do this

or that.. It's ridiculous. I think if you get into life

or death situations` like drug prescriptions or things'
like that, then you, ought to yield ,to who's compatAptr-

but simply dfVid,ing up children on the basis of some

diploma seems to me to be rat* archaic and obsolete.

Granger- focused on the failure of the' 'early education

"establishment" to define its identity:

What the early educational establishment hasn't done is

to figure out how early childhood education relates to

the economic system, political system, legal system, the

welfare system, or even, tire ubaic education system.

We'Ve drawn our boxes nicely in order to help us'develop

odr positive identity and. remain, ,psychologically

distinct from all these other "evil" forces. But do

not understand how we might begin tatreak down some of

these divisions and build' relations with other systems,

95
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The early childhood educatiOn establishment has assumed
that its function is solely educational, and it hasn't
recognized that early childhood education has many func-
tions and should create.relationships with other systems
as well.

Public Vs. Private Oeicry Of Preschool Education
1-

The second asp f of the question, "Who should serve the
preschoqler," that ,our intervieweet,cussed was whether the
public schools or they Mouldrivate sector be the major provider
of preschool education: The answer which emerged from our inter-
views was clearly, "Not the public schools." Frances Horowitz
summarized the general rationale for this answer:

Many people involved with early education have been con-
cerned about keeping it out Of the public school systeds
because public schools may just put the template of the
elementary ed/kindergarten teacher on the preschool, and
thus will perpetuate all the bad things about elementary
school and rr6ne of the good things about the preschools.

Mary 'Lane indtcated the need for alternatives to public
schools in the eduCation of preschool -aged children:

would -hate/ to see all of the money (for preschool \
"e'ducation) given to the public schools because so many
parints, especially in the poverl group, have such
antagonistic attitudes toward them t at I. think it would

be very difvficult to get parents to,feel,friendly about
turning o er their three-year-olds to _the public

schools. There should many other options available
to parents/.

F

Lane's e phasion ensuring that parents feel comfortable in
the school etting is rooted in her conviction that parents
should play: central roles in making decisions about their

-'' hildren's education. She expanded on her notion of parent
Iavolvement,lin which she envisions creation of community schools
Where-parents and children, alike are free id share the, schools.
She fears-that this sense of community may not develop for many
people in poverty if they must send t Or young children to the
public schools: ,, .
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I would hope .th'at'-local groups really get- behind the

national push for' .parent participation in developing
policy for education of children -- that it ceases to be,

just a token but becordes ai real, vital thing.
We could

develop what are known as. community' sChools with a lot

of Parent participation, Stop and think how many hours

of the year our schools, are empty and how much need
there is for people to find places to drop in to chat,
to use the equipment to build skills in such things as
woodwor.king, cooking, Sewing, etc: Although greater use
would, be hard on the equipment -- some would get

broken -- we should somehow be able to. find a way to
support that kind of activity so that peopTh could use-
their schools as centers to really enrich the community.
You could look': at almost any neighborhood in San

Francisco and not see any inflTencd of the school; there,
'should be all sorts of expressions of the life of the
school visible in the community.

The concern, expressed by Lane that certa elements of the

. population would not thrive in public prescho rams was

echoed by HorowitZ. However, while ane spoke of the dis r of

the public schoe.1 by people in pove tY, Horowitz emphasized the
inappropriateness 1:rFushg_the public school model or "template"

for educating all our'prWscgbol children:

Public schools have been most successful with children
who come to school preparedl, to do what the school

expects of them, and they've been least successful,with
the rest of the population. This is, of course, to the

great '''detriment of our society, because failure in

school -- in terms of learning to read and write just.

sets you on a course that is likely to keep you in the
-ftowarty class for the rest of your life. I would hate

to see the areas, in whichthe public schools have suc-
, ,ceeded the least now be imposed upon preschool children.

This is not to say that the public schools are entitely
responsible for their failures; they weren't set up to

deal with the. problems of disorganized families and

underfed children, so I don't want to overblame the
public schools. But I think that taking the model of
the public school to do early childhood education, is a
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mistake._ This is especially true if the rationale for
early 'childhood education is to prevent educational
problems later on. Using the elementary school model
would ensure that the kids who do well in early
childhood education are the kids that the school would
succeed with anyway, and it would not help the children
with whom the school would probably not succeed..

.

The question of the public schools' responsibility for the
education of handicapped, preschoolers was addressed by Samuel
Meisels and Maynard Reynolds. In many states, the public schools
have begun to serve handicapped four-year-olds (and younger
children-in some states), mostly in segregated special education
preschools. Given the mandate to educate children with special
needs in the least restrictive environment, Meisels and Reynolds
questioned this public -school service delivery system.

Reynolds raised a variety of questions about this situation,
in which the requirement to serve young handicapped children is a
public requirement, yet the educational facilities for
preschoolers are generally private. The problem is how best to
work out this marriage between public mandate and private educa-
tiopal resources:

. '

There are important questions about program development
and organization. An obvious one is to what extent we
are going to proceed with early education in the private
community as against developing public programs. To

what extent is it appropriate to seek to accomplish the
expanding public purposes that are specified for this
field through the utilization of private resources? Can
we build a movement for .st4ndards in early childhood
education to protect quality? Can we do that more effi-
ciently through ,private organizations, through public
organizations, or through some combination? How can we .

'create broader preschool: programs so that we meet the ,

least restrictive alternative or the mainstreaming man-
date for those who have special needs?

There is 'a public requirement now that we get
started earlier if at all possible with handicapped
children and that we do it in environment that also
include nonhandicapfoed children. Iftwe've got a public

98 '
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obligatiob to serve the handicapped, are we going to do

that in private facilities? There just aren't enough

pro)grams out there now to make the mainstreaming Tan-
dates possible. How are we going to deal with that?

In response to Reynolds' questions, Meisels argued that

public schools should provide su ort for the education of handi-

capped children in private ear y e ucation settings:

We are already seeing preschools beihg started in public

school settings. Most of those preSchools are homage-,

nous (segregated special .education classes) and largely

-dysfunctional because the majority of those children

Aped to be, not just could**, but need to be in regular

classrooms. Somehow we've got to start making trouble
for the public schools that are doipg that. Should they

start an integrated program themselves by enrolling a e

certain percentage of nonhandicapped children? No! .

This is a time to use the exis ing service facilities

and maximize the resources 'by ha ing 'the public schsol

person go Out and give training an support to the

vate sector.

Public Preschool Education For Every Child

Whereas P.L. 94-142 mandates that three- and four-year-old

handidapped children be offered a free public education (unless

an existing state lawcontravenes),,there is no such mandate in

**most states to educate preschool children without any apparent

sgetial needs. While many early education supporters and acti-

vists are currently supporting efforts for public funding of

preschool education, Frances Norowiti is concerned about this

trend. -She pointed to the danger of looking to early education

as a cure foresOcial problems and, like Mary Lane in this chapter

(and several others in this volume), suggested that preschool

education shodld be only one of several options for parents of

young children to choose few:,

The thing I fear the most is that public school educ
tion for all young children will be seer as a panac a

the way Head Start was, and when it does not have, the

expected effect, there will seem to be a reason to

discontinue it. There are many reasons for doing

tliktar ==.-
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preschool edutation, not the least of which is to pro-
vide good qtia14y day care as one of several alter-
natives for families in which both parents work.

Do we .want to provide /preschool education for
everybody? I'm not,eltirely sure that preschool educa-
tion in groups .for every child is necessarily good.
From an economic point of view, home day care is prof-
ably much more feasible. than preschool care. It would
be nice for communities to have four or` five alter-
natives available,for any family and then let the family
choose the alternative that best fits their lifestyld
-and their values.

I would not advocate incorporation of preschool
into public school sytems and certainly would not advo-
cate mandatory preschool for all children. I think it's
a matter of personal choice, with some exceptions.
There are families with very high stres levels so that
getting kids out,of the house is very important, for the
kids and for the mothers.' Then, of course, some kind of
day care is Aftessary. -So the policies have to be
variable and fit the needs of different families and
different kinds of communities.

' DAY CARE POLICY

igh

The fact is that many young children must be card for out-
Ode of the home for at least part of, the day. Henry Ricciuti
&nd Robert Granger each spoke extensively abouday care, speci-
ficilly about the regulations and funding °policies related to
child care services. The recently released Federal Interagency
Day Care Requirements were the topic of much of our discussion.

Effects Of Infant Day Care

When the federal day care requirements were being revised in-
the late 1970s,. Henry Ricciuti was asked to review the relevant
research on the effects of infant day care on young children and
th4ir famili6 for the Office of Planning and Evaluation,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. He was asked to be
especially alert for evidence of possible negative effects of
group care on a child's subsequent development. Child develop-

,
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ment professionals and governing agencies were concerned that

infants in group day care may be deprived of opportunities for
optimum learning and intellectual development: Concern was even

stronger that group care may have anegative impact on a child's

social development, particularly on the development of relations
Othin the family and especially on the attachment bond between

mother and child. Ricciuti' summarized his findings in our

discussion and indicated th.eir relevance to funding and policy

issues. These findings are a good example of the kind of,

research evidence that is considered in the'formulation of public

policy. Ricciuti's care in'qualifying the findings he reports is

exemplary. While his review is generally supportive of infant
day care, as there is. little evidence of negative effects and

some of positive effects at least for-some children, Ricciuti was

quick to point out that results from infant care centers which
are not as well funded as the odes that have been Studied may not

be so impressive:

prett clear that there is no evidence of any

adverse effects on' young children's intellectdal,

. development. However, I 'should immediately follow that

statement with- warning that most of the, research

that has been ddne on this question' has been conducted

in model demonstration centers which are well funded and

Which are university affiliated. The centers are

licensed, supervised, and have favorable staff-child

ratios.- There are, however; situations where care out-
side of the home is poorly funded and not optimal, for

children. We need to be concerned about this because,
as common sense tells us, there is some risk to develop-

ment if you have very, very poor conditions.

. A doctoral student at a liniverSity in northern "4-

Florida studied a number of very isolated; poor, rural ,

-
day care centers for infants in which, the; staff-child

ratio was often 1:14. Althoughnot a particularly.
'strong study methodologically, it is interesting to note

that when children in these centers were compared with

home-reared kids in th,same region, the center kids .did

a little worse than the home-reared kids. -This was one . 4

-of the few studies %Mich reported possible negative

g effects of group care. So I think we can say that group

,care need not have a negative effect ochldren, but we

- 01
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do need to be.concerned about'the qualitypf the center., A
As lungs shrink, and the demand for dayi*e c nt!Inueso'
to increase, we may be confronting a situ
is going to be harder, to buy good' qv y..care°for
infants.

.5..

While there is little evidence'of nega,
it' is equally hard to demonstrate-,positive 9*=7;AMt.of... ,Pt

day care on :Intellectual developMent, except pr.111dseif.
children whose home environments presum iably
as capable. of sustaining adequate development.

.

were to'lbok at data -eon children whose home environs t*
were capable of fostering normal deyelopment, you wouja"';',;.
not see any impressive or even.a4gnificant gains fFom.,,c,4
day tare. But if you were to look at the,programs.:for.,
"high risk° children, children from very low incone
homes°whom you would expect to be less competerit
average at three or four years of age, it is a somewhat.",
different story; some intellectual gains at least AuriF...4_
the time the children were in preschool_ or shortly%

.thereafter ha've been demonstrated. And in a way this ia
riot a surprising set of findings, because most day cart
is ---Rot aimed specifically at enhancing intelleCtual.,
development but concerned with providing good quality'
care outside of the home. These *programs are not -,
designed as remedial or corrective experiences. J °

0 a
.. ,

, .' On the other hand, I think that peopld' have. - '

underestimated the benefits of group care to the.,chtld
and to the family in the area'of social development. In, ti
any good 'day care center which- serves. infants and.

,toddlers the amount of social interaction that is obser-
vable is really very surprising. The old textbooks,
talked about social interaction beginning around the agg
of 21/2, but in infant day care settings you see a lot eV
social interchange taking place. There is evidence.that
children who have this kind' of experience adapt more
readily to new situations, to new social demands that
are placed on them with other people or in different
Settings.

Again, standards must be considered. In centers
where financial resources are limited, emphasis is often,
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placed on using volunteers because there is little money

for permanent staff. I would argue that a center should
have stable care-givers who like their work and wino want

to keep their jobs a long time. But this means that
salaries;must keep increasing, and this is a great con-

cern of the day' care provider% If you try to cut costs

by depending more and more on volunteers, you can create

a situation in which a child feels less secure than he

needs to feel during this critical period in the first

few years of.jife. This could lead to some undesirable

consequences in terms of "the child's development of

trust and confidence in adults. This is something to be

concerned about particularly when there'are limited eco-

nomic 'resources. People must make arrangements for the

care of babies, and I suspedt that without support for

child care we will be finding more and more situations
Where the day care experience will not be what we would

--1-ikeitto be:
-

FederalSupport Fqr Quality Care -

-Ric.ciuti's findings are indeed encouraging to-those involved

in providing high quality grouR .care to .infants and young

children, yet his conclusions regarding the potential conse'-

quences of limited funding are sobering. Child care advocates in

.the United States, however, ar no strangers to the frustrations'

14'that result from seeing evi ce suggesting that well supported

child-care outside the home s not.harmful and may be beneficial

and also seeing that adequate support is yet to be supplied,

Mary Lane spoke of the 'frustration of knowing that "if we really

wanted to" we could appropriately fund early education and child

care:
4 ,

I think the percentage of our budget that goes into edit'

. cation and child care is, a national disgrace. j have

very little patience with people who say, "But we can't

afford it." We afford what we value. We always have

and I think we always wilt- t
It was on the lack of 'federal support for' day care that

Granger focused when asked to discuss significant federal policy

affecting youngsters: ,
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The question is more interesting when you think of what
hasn,'t happened and tile consequences of things not
happening. Certainly we don't have any wide-skead
public support or public policy to indicate.thatchild
care is an important enterprise and that society.is sup-
porting it in a substantive way. When we talk about the
impact of public policy on children, we are talkireg more
about errors of omission than commission. -A perfect
example'is the continued, failure of the federal govern-
mentAto enact any sort of national legislation which
truly suppbrts day care. Another example wouldbe the
omission in the current federal standards of any kind of
qualification standards for people who work with
children,

Also there are no /economic incentges. or other
formsof support for day care people to develop their
skills through training. It seems to me that this lack

\1:of policy in the educational arena is dramatically
Impacting the quality of care for kids before they get
into the public schools where we have tile traditional

.funding sources.

Although Obviously not impressed by policy which has been
generated so far,. Granger expressed optimism that the time is
ripe to make Important changes in federal day care policy:

Though early childhood organizations have not been very
active in trying to effect legislation, perhaps the CDA
Consortium, which includes all the major early child
care and development assoddations, can be the potential
power base to help formulate policy.

)Wth the support of a weld organized consortium, Granger was
optimistic about the issue of legislating quality of care
because, as he pointed out, no one really opposes quality care.
.Given that some care outside the home is necessary, the issue of
quality is hardly debatible; who would advocate low duality
care?:

I don't see "-competent" care Of children as a political
issue. I see care of children as a' highly Apolitical

. issue, but when you speak .to people from the, full-
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spectrum of political views,,whether or not they agree
on the need for care, they would all agree that the care
should be good.

Granger pointed out -that the new Federal Interagency Day

.Care Requirements do not strongly and directly specify standards
of quality, but rather the quantitative "indicators" of quality.
It is obviously easier to set and enforce "countable" standards
for "quantity.of care" than descriptive standards fOr quality of

care. Nonetheless, Ricciuti and Granger agreed that thd new
regulations should have very positive effects. As Ricciuti said:

The proposed revision of the Federal InteragenCy Day

Care Requirements represents a very important step

forward. I feel that there is a role for the federal
government in helping to promote high quality Conditions

of care that will meet the heeds of families. This

issue fs somewhat controversial because many people

question whether the gove'rnment should be involved in
trying to establish policy through, federal requireMents.

I think that the propbsed revisions can serve a very re;

useful purpose, though it's true that meeting a require-

ment does not guarantee good care. Meeting minimal ----

physical, safety, and health requirements obviously is
something valid in it$ own right -- having a staff/child
ratio of 1:4 or 5 gives you a better dtence of having

good care than if you have 1:20 -- but this doesn't
guarantee the quality of the care. The,ntxt thing is to

talk about the important issue of what sort of training
the staff in day care centers should have, and the fact

that the federal government has taken a fresh look at

this is promising.

Aked how strong the proposed requirements really are,

Ricciuti replied:

You might think of the revisions as guidelines. They ,

are not requirements; they can't all really be

monitored. If they turn out even as strongly recom-
mended guidelines they will be useful because they will
sensitize people to those features of day care environ-
ments that we need to be concerned about if we're going
to have high quality care.
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The Ecohomics Of Quality Care

One o f the reasons that the federal guidelines tread lightly
on quality issues is that higher quality means higher cost.
Rttciuti described the financial constraints on policy require-
ments and the balance that,needs to be achieved between provi-
sions for quality child care and a reasonable budget:

One of the things that has struck many of us as, ironic
is that dit programs that are supported by federal,
state, ots9ocal 'funds for familie's that are eligible for
assistance, the,actual cost of good -care (especially for
infants and toddlers) is very, high. A minimal estimate
is around $65.00 a week or so for aboUt 35 hours a week
of care. In our center..in...JW4a we 'have a sliding fee

, scale, so few, if any, pay $65.00, and some people pay
only1610.00 a week; but where'no subsidy or sliding fee
is available it is very expehsive for parents.

The policy people te11_1kthat'reCommendat s and
regulations must provide for quality care but must be
within tconomic reach. Making the groupicare require-
ments very rigid could price day care .'right .out of
business. In New York ,City, for, example, because child
care workers were unionized rning not outlandish
salaries but good-living wages),th t o infant day
carp went up to about $6,000 a, yer334,r c d. As funds
began to shrink, centers were clogd and slildrenb6pans
drifting out of ,center care into fa011,y-day4are.,

-'
Citing again flekork City, 'Rtcciuti

explained that the economics ot-ihfa,nt day ca resentsteven
more difficult problems than -d6es'tb.4..ftlhdip ady care for
older children:

IteNew York :Day is(ttjYing to et
=various government agencies, to.aparglie paYing a higher
rate in fairy day care Tor -infants .and'Itod4lers.
(Comparable to that for handicapped* cl4dreni on the
grounds that 1). ii takes more expertise to care for
.younger children and 2) you can't care for as Many1/4
children under two years of age. The Council is , working 1

toward that end because many women prefer not ,to take
. ,

.
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toddlers. They can make more money by taking older
children or by avoiding licensing and taking as many
children as they can get.

Along with several of the PGI faculty, Ricciuti agreed with
the proposition that families should have several options for the
care and education of their children and that federal policy and

money) should play a strong role in supporting these
alternatives., He proposed one funding option which was both
traditional and radical, and he was quick to point out that this
option may not be readily and widely embraced:

One option would be ,to make payments to families to help

support children at home without requiring the mother to
go to work. I think there is little difference between
the government paying 56,000 a- year per child,"in ,day
care costs while the mother goes to work and the iovern-
ment offering financial help to the mother who doesn't
want to go, to work, but would provide care for her
children at home. Our legislators seem to be-very
-reluctant to support women Who 'are staying home and
taking care of their own children. It goes back, I
think, to the stereotype of low income families as lazy
and shiftless and not wanting to work. But I think that
one of the' options certainly ought tobe support of
child care at home. Whether this will ever be attained,
I donit know.

JUSTIFYING7ND SUPPORTING EARLY INTERVENTION'

Interpreting The Persistent Effects

Along with the federal government's role in supporting day
care -for young children, out faculty members add-ressed the issue
of continiing federal support for early intervention programs for
handicapped and "at9 risk" youngsters.. The focus of much of the
discussion was the 'evidence presented in 1977 by the Consortium
On Developmental Continuity (headed by Trying Lazar of Cornett' .
University) which has suggested that Head Start programs produce
some beneficial long term effects for the Children icivolved.

Several earlier evaluations of Head Start programs 'indicated
that the -gains in IQ and achievement scores of preschoolers

,-
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fostered by educational intervention "washed out" by the time the
children reached kindergarten or the early primary grades. The
Consortium, however, reported that the positive effects of a good
preschool experience show up in later school years. Contrasting
the School careers through high school of preschool "graduates"
with those of peers who had not attended preschool, the
Consortium reported that graduates were (1) less likely to be
retained in grade; (2) less likely to be placed in special
education; and (3) likely to hold higher achievement expectations
for themselves than their peers without the preschool experience.

,It would be easy, on the basis of these promising results,
to conclude that early intervention efforts should be expanded
and that more money should be appropriated to support Head Start
or siMi* programs for young children. Henry Ricciuti, Frances
'Horowitz, and Robert Granger, however, urged caution in

interpreting the Consortium's findings and warned against prema-
turely using these findings as justifiCation for a major expan-
sion of intervention efforts in early childhood. While Horowitz
and Ricciuti agreed that the findings were indeed impressive,
they were concerned that the results may be overgeneralized to
support the conclusion that an intervention project would have
similar results. They also fiired that overstating the case may
lead to disappointment and withdrawal of government support for
pjeschool programs.

Granger expressed the strongest concern about,using these
findings as evidence that programs should be supported. He
questioned the basic strategy of trying, 12 to 16 years after the
actual intervention, to sort out the factors that might account
for fewer children belog assigned to special - classes (for
example) and concluding that this is strongly a function of
preschool experience. He concluded: "I understand that's prob-
ably ,necessary to justify intervention, but I don't think, that
it's really very productive. I wouldn't try to push it that
far." .7

Horowitz, the co- author of an early review article (1973) on
the effectiveness of environmental intervention, cautionedothat,
because the Consortium's results were based on studies of high
quality, well fUnded programs, we cannot necessarily conclude,
that other pr'school programs, which may be less well funded or
direct, will have equally impressive Gong -term effects. She

.1
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spelled out the potential long-term political 'effects of making

such'an .erroneous generalization:

I think that the data are 'very. provocative and

interesting and certainly are reason to keep on looking

into the effects of early education. It has to be

remembered, however, that the programs which the

Consortium reviewed were high quality, well funded

experimental programs. 1 There are some data from the
Behavior Analysis Follow Through program at Kansas which

say that the 'degree to which the teacher, will par-

ticipate in the program and actually do the -swAculum
prescribed by the program affects the outcome -of 5 *-

program. The data also suggest that when teachers kno
somebody is in their classroom taking data, monitoridg
their behavior (as was the case in thete early7iqterven-
tion, studies), they're much more likely f6r1' do the

program that has been outlined. All-,of these projects

were halo type projects; it was ahshonor to be in them,

they were high powered, they were well known, they were
very visible, and they we're very.well funded.-

If we're going to ke a commitment to early

childhood education as a social policy based on the
Consortium's findings, my question As, are A going to
make the commitment that was present in those programs

in terms of the kin (of fundidg and the monitoring of

effects? If not, off instead we do Head Start-type

programs in which, the quality is variable (sometimes
very poor), then when somebody evaluates the persistent

effects of these programs, they're not going.to come out

with the same results as the Consortium's. This could

then become a, political reason to discontinue the

'programs. So, ,unless the persistence of preschool

effects is clearly qualified, we may face the prospect

of having to argue the whole political issue again of

whether early education makes any differenc.

Henry Ricciuti stressed the danger of' generalizing from

these findings until we are able to explain the "sleeper" effect

of the results, something which he has not found easy to d6. He

also recognized the nature of the pplitical temptation to

overgeneralize:,
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Before we can be very confident about using these data
as a basis for programs, we have to be:able to develop a
reasdnable explanation of those findings. Why should
you not find results for four years and then suddenly

-find them? Irving Lazar, the, chairmAn of the
Consqrtium, believes that the results: of these studies
may be explained by the Jarious effects that the inten-
vention programs had on the parents and families. Maybe
they now value edUcation for their children more than

'they did before, and consequently the commitment to edu-
cation is being reinforced. That's verprobable..,

This is a case' where we must present the data and
offer alternative explanations, look at it very\hard,
and try to replicate it without overstating it. When
you press any of the people doing this research they're
very open about this;.but if someone is trying to use a
set of findings, to persuade congressmAn (partly because
congressmen don't want qualifications,they want td know
"yes" or "no"), they are forced into ft positioncwhere
they must overgeneralize to make their/point before they
are absolutely sure about their findings.

.

This concern that we explain research results before they
are used to justify increased funding for programs was also,
sounded by Horowitz. She, like Lazar, wondered Whether the long-
term effects of these Head 'Start programs may be more a function
of the contact with parents than of the education, of the
children:

I think that the programs all had a fair amount of
parent involvement. One of the results the Consortium
'reported was that the parents felt' good about the
programs and felt more competent in dealing with the
5choolx and this may be where part of the effectiveness
lies -- it may not.be the programs per se that made any
difference but rather the spin-off effects that they had
on the 'families that participated in those programs.
And that's very difficult to evaluate. I Ness I'm
afraid that tfie Consortium report will be overused as a
rationale for a whole bunch of programs, which, when
evaluated will not yield lie same ,results, and then this
will become a rationale for not doing such programs._
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The Consortium, indeed, reported that parents were affected
in positive ways by their children's (and their own) involvement
in these early educationqprograms. Joseph Stevens argued that
one important effect of the parent involvement component of these
programs has been that many low income parents have become poli-
tically empowered -- that is, they are much more effective at
infl4eniihg the systems in whi'd they live in directions which
are con ant with their needs and desires. In turn, Stevens
pointed out, these parents have forcefully affected the refunding
of these programs by their skillful,political activism' Research
results such as the Consortium's will now be another tool in the
hands of parents whose testimony so far has been persuasive:

Observing the political phenomena that occur in programs
like Head Start and Follow Through, one sees that the
programs which survive, which continue to be funded, do

_so not so much because of the data that they have
generated but because of the extent to which parents
have been able to affect decision makers by saying "My
child is getting something out of this." Those parents
are empowered and are able to exert appropriate pressure
in appropriate places, and policy makers and legislators

Continue to respond to that kind of pressure.

'The Effectiveness Of Early Special Education

While the Consortium's report lent strength to the proposi-
tion that preschool education makes a.difference for so-'called
"disadvantaged" children, the effects are by no means clear cut.
Similarly, there is disagreement among parents and professionals

as to the value of early intervention programs for handicapped

children. Many,of the Head Start programs were undertaken as
experimental projects in which the,preschobljand later) perfor-
mance of the,.Hoad Start children was compared with that of simi-

lar children without the Head 'Start experience. However, this

has not-always been the case with preschool programs for7han-
dicappOrchildren. We have for several years tended to assume
that beginning early" with handicapped children is a good idea
but there has been so overwhelmingly convincing research data
generated to validate this propositip, nor do we have the data
to suggest that one kind of program or intervention is superior

to another. Thit is especially true for rograms that have
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served children with mild developmental delays or children who
are expected to have-7-5ter problehls. (See Chapter 1 for a
discussion of the problems of prediction.)

Rosalyn Rubin called our attention to the lack of data about
what interventions work or which work best. She suggested that
new programs be approached cautiously and experimentally:

We tend to assume that we know what's the correct kind
of intervention progam to keep these children% from
having problems. But we don't really know enough at
this point. Now this doesn't mean that we shouldn't be
trying programs, but they should all be conducted as
pilot studies or experimental programs -- nothing should
be etched in stone at this point.

We have to be very careful when we start'these
kinds of programs. Whenever possible, there ought to be
control groups. I realize that that is contrary to
general public policy and that people whose, children
don't get into sptcial programs may rq4ct with the
feeling that they are being discriminated gainst by not
being allowed to participate in something-which might be
beneficial. We should be honest with parents and

acknowledge that what we are trying to do is find the
best way to help children develop optimally. But we
don't really know exactly how to do that at'this point.

Donald Stedman, however, voiced his long held conviction
that programs for young children with special needs should begin
as early as possible. He cautioned, though, that early services
fnust ,be coordinated with later ,ones and described the challenge
therein:

+.1A

If you're going to do something for the'large masses of
kids, then the most profitable strategy is a veryheavy
concentration on one developmental period .and the

earlier the better. I've felt this way since 1960, but
It's not a very popular or practical point of view
because you simply cannot load all of your budgetary
resources or all of your personnel 'in any one develop-
mental period. By definition you then leave out others
and have to shift your balance. So, before we do that,
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I think we ought to lay at least one set of tracks

across the first twenty-one years for large numbers of

severely and moderately handicapped 'young people, and

then 'concentrate on a more preventive strategy.

Stedman also predicted that the future will bring interven-

tion efforts focused on earlier and earlier developmental

periods. He also hinted at the implication of this trend for the

question of who should'serve the preschooler:

I think we'll go lower and lower on thi age scale.

We'll get more and more into infant programming, empha-

.
sizing mostly language and cognitive .developmftnt as

opposed 'to affective-development. There are problems of

evaluation and lack of adequate support for programs
dealing with the .affective areas. So we'll ,probably

stay with the heavy cognitive .emphisis but move it

farther down the age scale. Working with "six-monthers"

and "three-modthers" Swill caute more collisions'among

disciplines; we'll start colliding with tie obstetri-

cians, I suppose.

While parents of handicapped children have been extraor-

dinarily effective advocates of early intervention, Stedman

pointed out.that some parents of handicapped children, especially

older ones, view early education programs .suspiciously. As a

sfroog supporter of intervention as early as possible, Stedman

explained how he deals with such parents:

Many families of handicapped children view early educa-

,tion,as a prevention strategy and a way to fatten up the

available services earlier, but not:as one that is goihg

to help them directly. In talking directjy\with those

parents, I try to suggest that they don't have to make a

choice, that it isn't an "either-or" situatiqn. It's a

matter of figuring out access to resources. So if they

have a seventeen-year-old .child and the, fundamental

problem now is community' adjustment or vocational

placement, this doesn't mean they can't support early

education on behalf of other parents or on behalf of

subsequent kids, they might have.
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Federal Support Of Special Services 1

Public Law 94-142, while :int Mandating educational programs
for handicapped children 0-3 years old, has clearly been the most
potent policy statement of'the importance of serving preschool-
aged children with specialneeds. Stedman Contrasted P.L. 94-142
(along with the Rehabilitation Act and the Developmental

Disabilities Act -- two other recOrt pieces of federal legisla-
tion affecting handicapped people) with earlier legislation
related to child health and educAtion. He noted particularly the
way the recent legislation has made money available at the*state
and local levels and the advantages of this kind of funding:

To the extent that laws are publid policy expressed in
their sharpest form, which I think they are -- they are
basic rules of society -- I'd iave to say that Public'
Law 94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act Are
the two most influential policy expreSSions, a third, I

think, is the Developmental Disabilitips Act. These
three as a package have probably changed the landscape
of services more significantly for handicapped.persons
and the configuration of training programs and service
delivery systems than any three pieces of legislation
that I can recall since the 1963 triad'that came out
which ncluded the Maternal and Child Health -Act, the
dompre nsive Community Mental Heaath Act, and a.

Constr ction Act which made possible the University-'
affiliated menial Offtardation training programs, MR

research centers, and community-based clinic programs.

This current salvo really provides the impetus for
state legislation and the budgeting of state and local
service programs with state funds in a way that earlier
legislation did not. The 1963 .legislation provided
principally federal money which- was made available

directly for local programming and construction, whereas
the more recent legislation calls for federal "priMing
money," but it is largely state resources that need to
be appropriated. In my judgment, this is a more satis-.
factory strategy because state money is more lasting,
it's a more *lid commitment at the local level and will
have a longer term effect.
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Maynard .Roostos _= g .-_--;C.bncprn "about the

funding .-of tedinan,
Reynolds focused not on the: fidgr 1 1m1-5-14s- stat money, -c

but on the "unit of funding rilk.teriar 4_pre-sentkd
-ch-413-t0in some ways- a summary -gf_ his: -s ih

on screening and early ReYnolds

emphaisizes that early childhood I.S.:tlie.4"th_fii*__:_dr
-tive funding systems which- would Sugpo_ekPreVeriti'Ve-iriterventiori
through serving populations of t-10-1dreii __.whd.maY;lie""at-,-?1-Wr_ for

developmental problems rather than ch-i idien labeled
and placed in a disability category;

.
=

I n. my. view, . one of- the,:hriP.bitai4- -thiNjs to' ito in
, much of school work,- bilt2:4.pec-fally in_ gOrIcifith yowl-1g --

children, it to address-
childrensystems -- to communities of children and families, and_

. to establish statistical approactiet-:.tg ev.aluktinglyese
interventions. I f . pub
intervention, then.we must- aii:o:.:tiee_ome aCdoiliitable- to
the public authoritiet 'on a kind ofjtatistidal basis,
rather than presenting data child .loY;ch-ild by child--as
they get labeled and so on. Intervention into a system
is one ,of the ways out of the dilemma that so- many com-
munities face, of wanting very much to understand
children earlier and better, to serve them well, and yet
wanting to avoid the disservice of labeling them in what
Might be some simplistic fashion and thereby demeaning

and stigmatizing the child.

I believe that in what saying here there are
some ideas that cou'd be app ed* rAther general ly In our
special education pro For example, I, think that
we need to get off e individual child in a labeled
category, as the funding unit, much the same as think
good Health programs need to get off the kind of Blue
Cross/Blue Shield mentality of paying off only when you
have some specific disorder treated. Certainly all of
the professions have to be concerned_ about getting ahead
of those problems and adopting a preventiVe mode, an

early mode, and not just waiting around until you have a
major ,casualty or somebody inthe hospital. and ..then
getting paid for services. The" idea of being paid' off
for the individual client is not sufficient; it doesn't
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- )- '*,propose.an adequate concepAilization of the problems.
if our, serviced are(' confined to clinical types of

funding systems and conceptualizations and directed, only -

to-cpeOple who can be'-clessified in some simplistic
fashi6h, we're _on the wrong track and we must find some
Way_opt.-

-Thiswill involve the difficult problem- of reedul
cating our'se'lves, public policy makers, and thoO who
*Phri and 'audit-out.: programs. It'd not easy, but it is
really essential that we deal with that problem. We're
getting ourselves - -into an awful bind and in no plais
it ,clearer than in early education. You, see, its in
early education where things' can really come together,
where we_have aICe to woirConstructiVE5 fon'ade-
quate child .development, for adequate child. education.
If we do that- well we won't have so many problems of
learning disability, or perhaps we won't have so many
kids who show extraordinary behavior problems. We can't
just save our special resources until we have.full blown
casualties on our hands. We have to find some way of
addressing these problems and yet being accountable at
earlier levels, and that's going to take some change in
conceptualization and that in turn-relates to in

funding systems, 4
Y

.FundirA It\Tough Tides

While the system orfunding services for children with spe-
cial needs may indeed undergo some rather dramatic-chan9es in the
next several years, it is possible that appropriation levels for
special services may also change dramatically. Donald Stedman
predicted that tough economic times will dictate a. trend of

decreasing expenditures for exceptional individuals in the name
of serving the "common good." He discussed the impact of ,a
troubled economy and the relation between working with excep-
tional individuals and the common good: .

Certainly cost will be a major issue: I think 1980.011
be the high water mark in terms of funding for handi-
capped 'people at tha state and federal level, I really
think that most general assemblies are saying, "We've
done all we can do and all we're going to do, what=witti"
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energy and inflation and other kinds ofL.prob*ms."

Historically: in tougher economic times thef.e's al4ays
been a movement away from individual rights toward the
common good. "How much can vie afford in the name of
individual rights," and "How much can %we afford to

ignore in the gpme of the common good?" We're getting

into these queglions, I think; we've mpved back toward
the common good/national 'defense mentality, you knoi,i;

Ak and that's jtist an historic swing which seems to be

lip orrelated with tough econoMic times.

It involves "these'conomics of altruism.' I think

the majority of people still see working with the handi-

capped as an altruistic adventures not as investment

in human resources or in national defense, and not as a
scientifically sound educational venture.

This chapter presents a fair summary of the problems that

inadequate funding pose for child care and early education.
..Quality services obviously require a reasonable level-of finan-

cial commitment. Given, however, the penchant (probably wise) of
those involved professionally with the development of children

for ending on a note of optimism, it is appropriate to conclude

by considering Stedman's insight into the potential long-range

advantages of economic hardship: -

I think that one of the things that dwindling money.
forces ydy'to do is to justify the continuation of what
you're already doing in terms of whether it's-effective

or not. You're suddenly faced with improving what
you've got,rather than just staying busy or expanding

what you've got. And that's probably .good. The tech-

nology, that we developed in weaponry production and

"biomedical engineering was largely developed during_the
thirties which were tough econbmic times. There was a

winnowing oUt of the "hangers on" and the "expanders.'
The tough folks hung on; they were the inventors, and
the developers, and the quality persons.- I'm not'recom-

mending a depression regularly in order to create this,

but it seems to be a fact that tough tires are useful in
the long run. They tend to prune out people who are
riding shotgun and not contributing and to winnow back
to the real contributors.*
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EPILOGUE

Upon rereading these pages `I am struck by the way this "plain
ttalk" has expressed the complexity of the important issues in
early 'education and development. Considering the comments of the
PGI faculty, one could not come away with the notion that early
care or education is simple business. 'Indeed, a frequently
recurring theme is that the problems facing those whose pro-
fessional lives involve young children re extremely knotty.

This complexity can be unsettling. The technical and ethical
difficulties underlying early identification, -the puzzling
controversy over mainstreaming, the challenge Inherent in meeting
the needs of parents from widely differing subcultures--these
issues and others sometimes give early childhood professionals
the feeling that their practice is on shaky ground. Certainly
one does not feel bolstered knowing, for example, that some com-
mon practices are of questionable usefulness and could be con-',
sidered unethical; nor does.it enhance one's security to know
that doing valid and useful research about young children is
exceptionally difficult.

It is my hope, however, that these pages also convey the
optimism expressed by nearly every member of the faculty. From
one point of view, this bookdocuments the progress which has
been made over the last several years in separating the educa-
tional wheat from the chaff. Furthermore, these pages are filled
with solutions as well as problems; recall, for example, the
discussions of alternatives to screening, new models-for teachingLi,
and teacher education, effective approaches fdr funding special,'-
education, and new research strategies that can capture the
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intricacies of development. One cannot help being iippressed,

too, by the unanimous endorsement of the idea that cloler,

ages between researchers and practitioners will yield abundant,

nutritious fruit.

Perhaps this book will be most useful if it helps to clarify

our perspective on important contemporary issues. It certainly

gives us some insight into the ways in which our distinguished

colleagues speak about these matters off the official record. *I

hope is that this Plain Talk can indeed help to sharpen our own

thinking and conversation as we continue to evaluate and reevalu-

ate our practice..

t9

,

4.

William St ixr't4s1, .

*
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